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The thesis is very well presented and requires very little correction. I classifY the 
thesis as good. It is a descriptive piece of work, but falls short of a distinction. 
The work is not ground-breaking and the ecological interpretations could have 
been more ambitious. 
Examiner 1 
It is good work, which presents interesting results for understanding the 
population dynamics of these species. 
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I really enjoyed reading this dissertation, which, I think, deserves to be classified 
as excellent. I was really surprised by the quality of research and its presentation 
by the candidate, and I believe that most content of this dissertation would be 
accepted for publication in any peer-reviewed journal of the field without any 
problems. 
Whereas this was not always an easy task, the interpretation of the results and 
explanation of findings were well reasoned and based on the critical 
consideration of all relevant information from both the study area and other 
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Spawning habitats of sardine and anchovy in eastern boundary systems are 
characterized in an attempt to understand the fluctuations observed in their 
abundance. These species have developed mechanisms that enable them to 
survive in these turbulent conditions. Spawning habitats were characterized by 
investigating the relationships between egg abundance and environmental data 
collected through two different survey programmes: SW APEL surveys (1978 -
1985) and Nansen surveys (1999 - 2004). Single factor quotient techniques were 
used to define the selection of environmental conditions by these species for 
spawning. During the SWAPEL surveys, both species spawned over broad ranges 
of the variables (SST, salinity, dissolved oxygen and bottom depth) that were 
assessed. Anchovy was found to be less specific than sardine with respect to SST, 
salinity and oxygen, whereas sardine was less specific than anchovy with respect 
to bottom depth. During the Nansen surveys, sardine was found to be less specific 
with respect to the environmental variables than anchovy. Broad ranges of the 
environmental variables selected seem to be an effective mechanism to maximize 
survival of the early life stages in the varying environmental conditions that 
characterize eastern boundary regions. Both species have varied their preference 
seasonally relative to prevailing environmental conditions. These species also 
seems to have changed their preference with changes in their abundance on a 
longer period. Temperature-salinity diagrams were plotted to assess the 
distribution of the eggs in different water masses. These diagrams showed that 











the SW APEL surveys, whereas the reverse was found during the Nansen surveys. 
Sardine appears to adapt to environment conditions by varying its spawning 
habitats. Anchovy appears to maximize spawning success by timing its spawning 
activities to limit negative environmental effects on developmental stages. Spatial 
structure in egg distributions were assessed using experimental variograms. No 
coherent spatial structure in egg distributions was found for either of the two 
species during the SW APEL surveys (1978 - 1985). This could be a result of the 
survey sampling strategies which resulted in high variability at short distances and 
low variability at long distances. Centers of spawning were identified for different 
periods for the two species by computing centroids from the egg distribution data. 
The spawning centers for both species occurred mainly in the area north of 22° S 
during both survey periods, which related to high concentrations of food found in 
this area. The current low biomass of anchovy and sardine requires adaptive 
management strategy that permits populations growth, in order to take advantage 










Chapter I Spawning habitats of sardine and anchovy in northern Benguela upwelling system 
Chapter 1. Spawning habitats of sardine (Sardinops sagax) and 
anchovy (Engraulis encrasicolus) in northern Benguela 
upwelling systems. 
Abstract 
Spawning habitats of sardine and anchovy in eastern boundary current systems are 
characterized in an attempt to understand the fluctuations observed in their abundance. 
The northern Benguela, as an eastern boundary current system, is characterized by 
turbulent conditions that seem to govern the variability observed in the abundance of 
these species. Sardine and anchovy have developed mechanisms that enable them to 
maximize productivity. In the northern Benguela, spawning intensity is historically 
known to be high in periods and vicinities where turbulence is reduced. However, it is 
believed that selection of conditions for spawning by these species may change with 
fluctuations in abundance offish. 
Introduction 
The characterization of small pelagic species' spawning habitats was highlighted by the 
need to understand fluctuations in abundance of these species in the systems they inhabit 
(Lluch-Belda et aI., 1991a; van der Lingen et al., 2001; Curtis 2004). Eastern boundary 
current ecosystems in which these species co-exist are defined by highly variable 
environmental conditions, which seem to govern the fluctuations observed in the 
abundance of these species (Shin et aI., 1998; Lluch-Belda et aI., 1989). In recent years 











Chapter I Spawning habitats of sardine and anchovy in northern Benguela upweIIing system 
which, if spawning habitats impacts on population variability, is also essential for our 
understanding of population fluctuations of these species. In the southern Benguela, the 
spawning habitats of sardine and anchovy were found to be distinctively different in 
relation to environmental variables investigated, specifically salinity and SST. While 
anchovy was relatively specific in selection of environmental variables for spawning, 
sardine spawned over a broad range of environmental variables (van der Lingen et aI., 
2001; Twatwa et al., 2005). Similar results were also recorded for the California Current 
sardine and anchovy (Lluch-Belda et ai., 1991a). This indicates that sardine may be less 
affected than anchovy by changing climatic conditions, which could displace suitable 
spawning habitats (Twatwa et aI., 2005), because sardine can spawn in a greater variety 
of suitable habitats. 
In the northern Benguela region, several studies have been done to define the spawning 
habitats of anchovy and sardine (O'Toole, 1977; Hewitson, 1987; Ie Clus, 1991). 
However, with the reduction in abundance of anchovy and sardine in the northern 
Benguela recorded over time, it is believed that the migration patterns may have changed 
(Crawford et aI., 1987; Boyer and Hampton 2001b). The purpose of this study is to 
compare the spawning habitats of sardine and anchovy in the northern Benguela region 
by characterizing their current spawning habitats, which may enable management to 
adapt strategies that permit population growth of these species by restricting 










Spawn ing hahita" of . a,dil1e' and .nchovy ill no rthern 1I011g "01a upwe'l li l1 g -'y, wm 
~~----- -- -- - - ---------- ------- --- ------ ----
TIlt' ~pawning habitat~ of ~ardine and anchovy are e"nstrain~d by envimnm~ntal 
conditions that eharacteri.'c eastcrn boundary currcnt systems_ The nortl""m Benguela 
system is dcscribed below with rcfcrcncc to conditions that are lmiquc to castern 
boundary regions, Variation m tilt's.;, conditions innuence'; the !luctuation, in abundancc 
of sardinc and anchov)' (Shannon el u/., 1 9~~), mainly dliC to recruitment failllTe thaI lS 
rd~ted to environmental ch~nge s (KawaS<lki \983) and this maybe amplificd by 
c"ploilation (Lilich-Bclda el ul, 1989)_ Sardin~ and anchovy hav~ adapted to these 
conditions by instituting scvcral survival mcchanisms (i.c. selecting their spawning 
habitats)_ Fmally. tilt' objcctive of the stlldy lS described with reference 10 s[lt'cific 
qucstions about the spawning habitats, 
f)e.,crip ti un ufthe northern Benguela region 
Thc Iknguela Current system, as an castern boundary currcnt systcm. is charactcrizcd by 
[It'rsistently strong cquatorward winds trot enhanc~ unidirectional ~'l"atorw~rd surface 
currents and offshore dir~cted Ekm~n drift Til<' watcr moving offshorc hccall.~c of thc 
coastal divergcnce is rcplaccd by nutricnt-rich. de~p wm~r during ~ pf(lC~ SS known ~s 
up"elling. which ~Upp<lTts hlgh TaleS of primary prodoction (Shannon and Pillar. 1 9~6: 
Bakun, 1'1')6), Thc high primary productivity ofthesc systems supports large comm~rcjal 
lisherie~ that contribut~ 17% of the tolal global lish calch (Carr and I3road, 2(}(){J) . Thc 
major castcrn bound~r)' currcnt systems arc thc Humboldt Currcnt systcm off wcstcm 
South America. th~ C~liJ()[nia Current syst~m off "est~rn "'mth Am~rica, the Can:lr)' 
Current system off northwcstern Africa and thc Bcnguela Currcnt systcm off 











Figure 1.1: The mJjor eJs1ern \>oulldill)' current sys1ems of 1he world are indiea1ed by 
the polygolls in the box~s. I) Calili,miJ Curr~nt sys1em, 2) CJIlJl), Current 
sys1em. 3) Humboldt Current system and 4) Benguda Curr~nt system 
(extract~d rrom JJrre -T eicllmJnn and Chris1ensell, 1998). 
The Rengueb Current system lS unique in the sellse thJ1 it is bounded by wmm-water 
currents on both eqIWtorward (Angolan current) and poleward (Agulhas CUlT~nt) sides 
(Shilllnon cl (II., 1 <)92). The Rengueb system is spli1 into northern and southern IlengucJJ 
regions by the Liideri1z upwelling ce ll. wi1h liTIle \'~rti~ al stratification. which aCl~ as a 
scmi-permJnent bill'rier 10 longshore tmnsJX)rt of pelagic cgg~ and lar\'ae (Ag~nbag and 
Shannon. I nH). 
The llorthem Ilenguelil region (Figure 1.2) covers all area of about 150000 km' Jlong the 
wcs1ern coast of sou1hern Alrica (Iloyel' a.nd Ilm1holomae, 2(00). rhe strong perennial 










region marks its soulhem boundal)', The nOrlh",m hmmuary i~ marked b), the thermal 
thm[orwarm Angolan walerthatvaric, in p<l~ilio!l OCl\\CCll 14" to IT S seasonally. The 
front is shifted further to the south durin~ the first quarter or the year when sOUlhwesterly 
winds Ihal dri\'e slLrJace water (upwel ling) o lfshore are at minimum (M"~lLWi ~ and 
Lutjcharms, 19(0). l hc coastal upwelling extends between 150 and 200 kill offshore. 
with ~ ("uTlller 1>00 km "I' nbm"'lllolL~ mixing of lLpwell~d wakr and oceanic water 











Figur~ 1.1: The Ikngucla Current system bounded by the WMIll currents: AngolJ 
ClilTent (lo the north) Jnd Agulh'" Current (to the smLth). The main surf""e 
circulations in the reglOn are shown by the arrov.'S. The Uideritz upwelling: 
I'eg:ion (,hwled) sLl'mates lhe northern from the somh"'Tn llengucla region. 
I'oug:hly Jlong: the broken line (extracted from Boyer,.1 al., 2000). 
The ~ontinental shelf in the northern 13engucia region is narro\\( between the north,,'Tn 
boundary and C"pe Frio (1Ro 30' S) with J wid th of 20 - 30 nauticJ I miles. The ~he l f 










again further south to,vards the Ulderitz region. The ~oastline tends to c11Jnge orientJtion 
from broadly northwesterly to mor~ northerly (Boyd e/ a/., 1 9~7) where the contin~ ntal 
shelf is narrower, 
ClT~ul ation in th~ northern Benguela region is driven mainly by SOUlh /\tlantic 
anticyclonic wind ficids th3t primari ly govern the prevailing southerly and southeasterly 
winds. Til<: Jnlkydonic flow of iIlr is ~nt rai r""d Jiong lhe coast h: the th~rnlal hJrrier of 
hm air rising from the Namih Desert. The strength of the wind coupled with the width of 
the continental shell" determines the intensi ty of upwdhng. wi th the strongest upwelling 
'I(;curring wll<:r~ the shelf is narrow. Tht:e m3in llpwclling cell is found off I.Uderitz. wilh 
othe r~ off Cape Frio. Palgrave Point (20"30' S) and Conception Ray (24"00' S: Shannon, 
19R5). Up\\elling adivi\), in [he sOllth (south of 24° S) is reasonahly consistent 
throughollt thc year but north of24" S (north of Conception Ray) it is more pronounced 
in winter and spring, 
lhe northe rly flowing 13engucla Currcnt is the main geostrophic flow In \!-It' region. The 
current di\'erg~s \0 lhe north\\ ~s\ oil I. iideritz and widens. Further north, the wind ·drivcn 
upwdling Cllrrents are northwcsterly flowing until deflected offshore at about 18" S, 
south of thc frontal region between the cool upwelled waler Jnd lhe WJrm. sahne, tropical 
Angola Curr~nt \\, at~r (i.c. /\ngola/lknguda front) . Occasionally. subs\ll'face southerly-
flowing ~alinc Angolan water intrudes as far south <IS 23" 30'S (Royd ~I (11" 19R7) ovn 
th~ northern B~ngucla shelf (Figme 1.3). Remotc forcing from the cqu3torial Atlantic has 











Ch-lpTer i Spawning iwbit01' of , ard in. "nd "not)(w)' in no rthern llcnguda up"clling 'l ,lcm 
strong po1ewaru imrusion of Angolan waler, suppressing up,yelling of cool. deep, 
offshore waler on j() the coastal shelf (Shanoon, I \185; Boyd ~I al. , 1987). Exlr~me cases 
of this imrusion 1'~>Ull in low proul1cti\'ily due w de~pening of Ihe themlOciine such lhal 
only the nutrient -impo\'erish~d layer is upw~lled during upwelling. These ~xtrcme cases 
al'e l'~fert'ed to as Flenguela Nino!! (Sh~nl1l>n ~I al" 1986), Along lh~ edge of the 
mnlinenlul shell'. there is a pok\\'ard undercurrenl l10wmg throughoullhe region (Nelson 









Figure 1.3: Interannual variation in the southwarJ displacement of Angolan V><lleI'S at the 
sl1Tfa~e as indicated by the monthly latirudinal position of the 35.5 ppt 










Ovcr thc continental shdL O'To"lc (InO) stuJied the surfa~e water Jistr;llution and 
identified thrce ntain water types, 1l1CSC are the low salinity Benguela Current Watcr 
( t2°C - 18 "C, 34.'1 - 35,2%0) which is upwelkrl along thc coast, moderate sal inity 
oceanic anJ mixed water (t6 cC - 20 cC, 35 .2- 35.5'%0) whkh mov~s onshore and 
offshore south of I 'loS, and high salinity Angolan water (l7"C - 22 "c. 35 ,5 - 35.'f'~ ) 
whi~h mtTudes ~outhward along: th~ shore, Boyd (1'183) identified a fOl.ll1h salini ty water 
type (35.3 - 35.5%0) with a temperature lower than 15"C whi~h i~ upwelled olT ~entral 
Namibia in autumn, with origin Irom thc north, 
Thc scasonal variability of these water types have been described by sc\'cral authors 
(O'Took, 1980: Boyd, 1'183; Shannon 1985) in t~nns of the distribution of t~mperature 
and ~alinity along the nonocm Benguela wntiocntal ~hd[ Boyd and Agenllag (I'!H5) 
showed the occurrence of water cooler than 16"C along the cntirc coastlir"" and extcnding 
up to 300 km offshore dUllng v.inkr to spring (Figure 104). During: summer and ~utumn 
the area of cool wat~r ~onlradS tl1<;ridionally and /,onally. with the offshore temperature 
gradient lKing stronger than the longshore gradient. The contraction of the cool water 
area retlccts thc intrusion of th~ walm, saline Angolan waler onto the nonhern Benguela 
shelf further to the north, anJ lhe relaxation of thc wind inducing upwelling to the south. 
The surface water is generally well mixed up to a depth of aoout 50 m Juring: wimer anJ 
spring but stratification is increas~d during: ~:ummer and autumn due to insolation, 















Figure 1.-1: 'vIean sc,.sonal ,ea surl"c~ temperature in (a) ,ummer, (h) autumn, (e) winter 
and (d) 'pring. The \varm water is displaced southwards in wanner periods 
as shown 0)." the 16°C isotherm (extraded from Shannon, 1985). 
The extent of·the warm ,allll~ Angolan ,,,ncr intrusion has been 8tl1died l<> undeThtand lhe 
interannual variability of water typt's along the no1thern Benguela shelf (Boyd N ai .. 
1987; figure 1.3). The period of 1981 • 1983 and 1985 were ass(lCiated with limited 
illlrusion of Angolan wmer, which corre,ponded with a concomitalll pre,enee of cool 
t<.mpt'ratllTes. During lhe pcnod 01' 197R ·1 98.1, the autumn/winler 01" 19R2 was liHLnd to 
tx anomalously c(lOler. with a8S<.lClated low sahmty w"l~r (Boyd and Agenbag. 1985). 










Chapter I Spawning habitats of sardine and anchovy in northern Benguela upwelling system 
saline Angolan water in early 1984 (Boyd et aI., 1985). This extensive intrusion of the 
widely spread, warm, saline, relatively nutrient-poor, Angolan water observed during 
1983/84 had a dramatic effect on the productivity of the region, and led to this period 
being termed a Benguela Nino season. The years of 1979, 1980 and 1984 had increased 
intrusion of warm saline Angolan water. Years of strong intrusion had maximum surface 
southerly penetration of warm saline Angolan water in Marchi April, whereas maximum 
penetration in years of limited intrusion occurred in February. 
These water types in the continental shelf region support small pelagic fish stocks that are 
well adapted to the variable conditions of the region, and have contributed to the 
economy of Namibia. The main small pelagic species being harvested here are anchovy 
(Engraulis encrasicolus) and sardine (Sardinops sagax) , as well as juvenile horse 
mackerel (Trachurus trachurus capensis). 
Sardine and anchovy in eastern boundary current systems 
All eastern boundary upwelling systems are inhabited by small pelagic fish species that 
are well adapted to the wind-induced variability in the environment. The species that 
have alternatively dominated the fisheries of these systems are sardine and anchovy 
(Schwartzlose et aI., 1999), as well as mackerel species (Scomber spp.) in some systems. 
The fluctuations of the pelagic species abundance have been termed "regime shifts" 
(Lluch-Cota et al., 1997). The fluctuations of these species in some eastern boundary 
systems are in synchrony (Kawasaki, 1991). This was highlighted by empirical 











Chapter I Spawning habitats of sardine and anchovy in northern Benguela upwelling system 
Peru Current systems (Schwartzlose et aI., 1999). Crawford et al. (1991) also reported a 
positive correlation between the sardine catches in the California and Humboldt Current 
systems relative to ages at which sardine recruited to fisheries in the various systems. 
The synchronous global fluctuations of sardine and anchovy catches in the major 
upwelling systems are influenced by global teleconnections (Kawasaki, 1991; 
Schwartzlose et aI., 1999). This was supported by the observation that oceanographic 
anomalies occurred at the same time in these systems (Crawford et aI., 1995). For 
example, the correlation between catches of sardine in the Californian and Humboldt 
system in several years (1980, 1982, 1984 and 1985), suggest that the systems are being 
influenced by a climate operating at an oceanic scale. The mechanism that links climatic 
variability to sardine and anchovy catch fluctuations is not fully understood, although two 
categories of mechanisms have been proposed that may initiate or sustain fluctuations in 
pelagic catches. These are continuous modifications of habitat and episodic 
environmental events that trigger changes in the population and ecosystem 
(Schwartzlose et aI., 1999). 
Modification of food availability and temperature have been reported to influence sardine 
and anchovy populations, because of increased spawning in periods of high food 
availability or favourable conditions (Schwartzlose et aI., 1999). Kawasaki and Omori 
(1998) suggested that variation in solar radiation leads to variation in primary production. 
An increase in primary production would benefit sardine than anchovy, as they are 










Chapter I Spawning habitats of sardine and anchovy in northern Benguela upwelling system 
chain) than anchovy consuming more zooplankton. For example, in the Kuroshio system, 
on average, the fraction (0.65), by weight, of phytoplankton was greater in stomachs of 
sardine than of anchovy (0.39) (Li et ai., 1992). In the Peru and Benguela systems, 
although sardine do obtain their dietary input from small zooplankton by filter-feeding 
and particulate feeding (Konchina 1991; van der Lingen, 1994; 2002), they still utilize 
phytoplankton to a greater extent than anchovy. Thus, sardine (anchovy) increase In 
periods of phytoplankton (mesozooplankton) dominance (van der Lingen, 2002). 
The distribution of sardine in eastern boundary systems has also been shown to change 
with temperature, expanding into cool regions during relatively warm periods and 
contracting into warm regions when it is cool. The Peruvian and Californian sardine 
expand polewards into cooler regions, whereas the Canary Current sardine expands 
northwards in warmer years. In the Benguela system, sardine move towards the cool 
upwelling cell in the centre (Uideritz) in warmer years (Lluch-Belda et ai., 1989; 1991 b). 
Sardine and anchovy spawning habitats in eastern boundary current systems 
The occupation of eastern boundary regions by anchovy and sardine comes at a cost. In 
order to survive in these regions, they have to adapt their survival strategy in a way that 
minimizes the detrimental effects on their survival of the turbulent conditions that 
characterize eastern boundary current regions. The Ekman drift advects eggs and larvae, 
along with surface water, offshore into unstratified and less nutritious area, where 
survival of the early life stages of these species is reduced. Thus, in eastern boundary 











Chapter 1 Spawning habitats of sardine and anchovy in northern Benguela upwelling system 
spawmng habitats (Laevastu, 1993). In the Iberian Peninsula (Spain), the spawmng 
ground (Bay of Biscay) is located outside of the upwelling exposed region (Galician 
coast) to avoid the difficulties inherent in these regions (Shin et ai., 1998). 
In mid latitude systems such as the Bay of Biscay (Spain) and the southern Benguela, this 
migratory adaptation has enabled small pelagic fish to take advantage of the coastal jet 
current that runs along the edge of the continental shelf towards the upwelling exposed 
region (Shin et al., 1998). In the southern Benguela, once the eggs are spawned in the 
spawning ground (Agulhas Bank), a shelf-edge jet current transports the eggs and larvae 
past the upwelling cell off the Cape Peninsula to the nursery ground along the west coast. 
Depending on the flow of the jet current, a substantial number of eggs and larvae are 
transported in the inner margin of the jet current where there is a high concentration of 
food particles as a result of the convergence of cold upwelled water with the warmer 
Agulhas water (Hutchings, 1992). 
In selecting an area for spawning, many factors need to be considered, such as food and 
temperature, as well as the topography. Spawning of sardine and anchovy is known to 
correspond with areas of plankton concentration in eastern boundary current regions. A 
high concentration of plankton ensures a sufficient supply of energy to both spawners and 
early larval stages. Richardson et al. (1998) showed that anchovy spawning success is 
positively correlated with copepod concentration. Sardine have also been showed to time 
its spawning to period when copepod spawning is at maximum; providing eggs and 
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concentrations providing food for spawning sardine adults (Richardson et aI., 2003). The 
length of the period of food availability is also important as it determines the length of the 
spawning season and growth oflarvae (Laevastu, 1993; Twatwa, 2002). 
Together with food, temperature is also an important factor affecting spawning success of 
small pelagic fish and the development of early life stages. Sardine, off California, have 
been reported to spawn over a wider range of temperature (13° - 25°C) than anchovy 
(11.5° - 16.5°C; Schwartzlose et aI., 1999). Lluch-Belda et al. (1992) concluded that 
sardine off California tend to expand their spawning ground in warm periods. Warm 
periods may favor anchovy' abundance and expand its spawning range in the southern 
Benguela (van der Lingen et aI., 2001), which may explain the different in phase between 
regime shift in the southeastern Atlantic and other regions. Temperature ranges 
associated with abundance tends to coincide with high abundance of food, such as large 
copepods dominate in the temperature range of 16° -19°C, which are an important 
component of the anchovy diet (Richardson et aI., 1998). 
Stratification and thermal constancy, which reduce the likelihood of abnormalities in egg 
development (which can occur in <14° C water for anchovy in southern Benguela; King 
et aI., 1978) and benefit larval growth, are found in areas where the continental shelf is 
wide or in coastal indentations such as bays downstream of intense upwelling centres. In 
such areas, coastal upwelling is minimized and circulation ensures retention of particles 











Chapter 1 Spawning habitats of sardine and anchovy in northern Benguela upwelling system 
Spawning habitats of sardine and anchovy in the northern Benguela region 
Sardine and anchovy in the northern Benguela region were known to spawn throughout 
the region, during the earlier years (1972 - 1985) from 220 S northwards (Ie Clus, 1991). 
There are two grounds where spawning intensity of sardine and anchovy was relatively 
high, one in the vicinity of Walvis Bay and the other further north between Palgrave 
Point (180 30' S) and Cape Frio (200 30' S, Figure 1.5). The southern ground, which was 
known to be the main spawning ground historically has declined considerably in 
importance or possibly ceased (van der Lingen et aI., 2006). Spawning in the northern 
ground tends to be relatively offshore of the upwelling cell south of Cape Frio. This 
location is thought to be favourable due to the concentration of particles (i.e. enrichment 
and retention) by the Benguela! Angolan front. Spawning in this area peaks during 
January/ February when the upwelling wind stress is at a minimum. Also, onshore and 
poleward flow within the upper 50m is more pronounced during the first quarter of the 
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Figure 1.5: IIist"ric~I sp~\\lling grounds and migration routes of s~rdine (diagram aJic-r 
drawing from Crawford et al. 19~7), 
The spawning ground in the \'icmity "r Wah'is Bay is considered to lx' suitable beeause 
of the' wide shallow shc!f as well as the topography of the bay. which minimizes 
turbulence resuhing from southeasterly winds that g(l\'em processes m this region. The 
upwelled waler, carried by the main curnent from the Uideritz upwelling centre, diffuscs 
in the bay and causes the formation of convection cells, reducing larv~1 oi'fshore 
advection as well as supplying the spaWllers and lar\'ae with nutrienls (Ie elus, 1991. 
Shin ~111'-, 1998). 
Sardine in the northem Benguela region spawn throughout the year with peaks in 











ChapLer I Spawning habilat, of ,,,r<l ine an <l anchuvy in northern Ben guela _~r" olhn g 'y<1om 
m"lChovy spawning is confined to summer/autumn (Ie C!us. 1991). Eggs of both species 
occur m water with a temperature range of 13° - 1 'FC ami (lC~ur further ,()ulh mlo ~o()!cr 
meas in warmer years (le elus. 1991 : Schwartzlosc e/ al.. 19(9). 
Since the collapse of lhe sardine and anchovy stocks in the I 970s, spawning pattern, are 
believed 10 have changed (Boyer and !lampton, 2001 b). Crawford (1 n 1) suggested that 
old~r 11 sh would lend lO 'pawn d()'er t() lhe upwelhng ~enlre lhan }()unger one,. Thus. 
,pawning arowld Walvis Bay could have dcclined after the coJlapse of lhe stocks, 
resulting in u redllced number of <lge d<lsse', Thi' i, ais() 'upporled by rec~nt 
i~hlhyoplankl()n ,urvcys (20{)O - 2003). which indicate that the concentrations of egg' 
and larvae in thc vicinity of Wulvis Buy is very reduced and much less than in the mea 
further nmlh around Palgraw Point (van dn Lingen e/ ai., 200n), 
The chunge in ubundunce of sardine <lnd un~hoyy in lh~ n()nhern Bengud~ have be~n 
assoc iated with em·ironmental changes (O"Toole and Shannon 1997; H()yer d, aI200la; 
Uoyer and lIampton 200 Ib). Daskalov e/ al. (2003) found a shift in the relationship 
between sardin~ recruitment and SST Ii-om positive over the period 1961 - 19S3 10 
ncgativc from 1991 - 1999. when the biomass was significantly kss than th~ fonner 
period. In addition, the relationship between sardine recnlitmcnt and wind spe~d switched 
from negative in the period I % I - I n3 to positive in the pcriod of 1991 - 1999 










Chapter I Spawning habitats of sardine and anchovy in northern Benguela upwelling system 
The objective of the dissertation 
The objective of this dissertation is to characterize the spawning habitats of sardine and 
anchovy populations in the northern Benguela in terms of space, time and the physical 
attributes of the waters in which the eggs of these fish were collected. Three key 
questions will be examined through a retrospective analysis of egg abundance and 
distribution data collected during research surveys made off Namibia over different 
periods: during the late 1970s and early 1980s (SW APEL surveys) when sardine and 
anchovy species were relatively abundant in the northern Benguela system, and during 
the late 1990s and early 2000s when sardine and anchovy species were low compared to 
historical levels. The three key questions are: 
1. Can sardine and anchovy spawmng habitats in the northern Benguela be 
characterized in terms of physical parameters, and if so, are their characteristics 
different? 
Sardine and anchovy are some of the few species that have adapted well to 
turbulent conditions that characterize eastern boundary systems. Therefore, in the 
northern Benguela system, as reported in other eastern boundary systems 
(Schwartzlose et ai., 1999; Lluch-Belda et ai., 1991a; Twatwa, 2002), these 
species should have adapted their survival strategy in order to minimize the 
detrimental effect of these turbulent conditions. The occupation of similar niches 












Chapter 1 Spawning habitats of sardine and anchovy in northern Benguela upwelling system 
2. Do (did) sardine and anchovy in the northern Benguela show a temporal 
separation in the time of peak spawning? 
Earlier studies (Mathews, 1964; Ie Clus, 1987) have shown that sardine in the 
northern Benguela region spawned throughout the year with peaks in 
winter/spring (July-October) and in summer/autumn (November - April), while 
anchovy spawning was reported to be mainly during the summer/autumn period 
(Ie Clus, 1985). The separation in spawning peaks could be explained by the 
difference in conditions preferred for spawning with certain period of the year 
being associated with specific environmental conditions, such as upwelling or 
stratification. 
3. Do (did) sardine and anchovy in the northern Benguela show a spatial separation 
in the area in which peak spawning occurred? 
Hydrographic features have been related to egg distributions of the two species 
(Ie Clus, 1991). The location of the two species' spawning grounds overlap within 
the nearshore domain, but sardine eggs were found further offshore (extending to 
about 120 km). The northern and the offshore extent of the two species may be 
defined by the advection that occurs to the north and offshore with wind stress. 
The extension of sardine further offshore than anchovy could be explained by the 
size and resilience of sardine to hydrographic conditions that characterize this 
region. It is hypothesized that differences in spawning habitats might minimize 
negative interaction between the two species (competition and predation), 










Chapter 1 Spawning habitats of sardine and anchovy in northern Benguela upwelling system 
The scope of the dissertation 
The data used to characterize spawning habitats of sardine and anchovy are described in 
Chapter 2. Key question number one is addressed in Chapter 3, where the spawning 
habitats of the species are characterized in terms pf physical variables. The single 
parameter quotient analysis was used to characterize the preferred ranges of variables in 
spawning habitats of sardine and anchovy, and temperature-salinity distribution plots 
were mapped to explore the spawning distribution of sardine and anchovy in water of 
different hydrological properties. Key question number two is also addressed in chapter 3 
by examining the temporal variability of the preferred environmental conditions for 
spawning. The temporal analysis uses the SWAPELS data, which were of a better 
temporal scale than the Nansen data. The preferred spawning habitats are discussed with 
emphasis on differences in the selection by the two species, and their spawning habitats 
are compared to spawning habitats of sardine and anchovy in other eastern boundary 
regIOns. 
Key question three is addressed in chapter 4, where the spatial and structural patterns of 
sardine and anchovy spawning distributions are examined. The spatial distribution of the 
spawning habitats is examined by computing centroids (centers of gravity), and the 
structural patterns were examined by plotting experimental variograms. These outcomes 
are discussed with reference to the differences between the two species and are compared 











Chapter 1 Spawning habitats of sardine and anchovy in northern Benguela upwelling system 
The final chapter (Chapter 5) synthesizes the results and defines the spawning habitats of 
sardine and anchovy in the northern Benguela. It emphasizes the implications of this 
study for improving our understanding of the spawning behaviour and the management of 










Chapter 2 Data collection and processing 
Chapter 2. Data collection and processing 
Abstract 
Spawning habitats of sardine and anchovy were characterized by investigating the 
relation between egg abundance and environmental data collected through two 
different survey programmes (SWAPEL and Nansen surveys). The SW APELS 
were conducted from 1978 to 1985 during the main spawning period (August to 
April) of sardine and anchovy covering the whole Namibian coastline. The 
Nansen surveys were conducted during 1999 to 2004 with spatial coverage over 
the central and northern region of Namibia. Comparably, more eggs were 
recorded during the SW APEL than during the Nansen surveys. The data sets were 
cleaned and processed before being used for analysis in this study. The two 
periods' data sets have previously been used in other studies. 
Introduction 
Egg abundance and environmental data were collected through two independent 
survey programs; the SW APEL and Nansen surveys. These two programs were 
different in terms of the period when they were conducted and their spatial 
coverage. The South West African Pelagic Egg and Larvae (SWAPEL) surveys 
were conducted monthly during the main spawning period (August to April) of 
sardine and anchovy from 1978 to 1985, with the sampling stations extending 
over the whole Namibian coastline (Ie Clus 1985). The Nansen surveys were 











Chapter 2 Data collection and processing 
period, with sampling stations extending over the central and northern regions of 
Namibia. The data used were made available by the Ministry of Fisheries and 
Marine Resources' research center (known as NatMIRC). 
SW APEL surveys 
The (SWAPEL) surveys were part of the Cape Cross Programme, which was 
initiated in 1972 to investigate the state of the sardine fishery after the sudden 
decrease of sardine catches following the highest catches recorded in 1968 (0' 
Toole 1977). The primary objective of the SWAPELS was to investigate the 
abundance of commercially exploited pelagic stocks (mainly sardine and 
anchovy) from their spawning production (0' Toole 1977; Ie Clus 1985; 
Hewitson 1987). 
Initially (1978 - 1980), the SW APEL surveys were scheduled to cover the main 
spawning season (January and February) of anchovy but later the focus was 
shifted to sardine. Le Clus (1985) described how the larval distributions of both 
species given by O'Toole (1977) and anchovy average gonad mass per month for 
the period of 1970 - 1977 (Le Clus 1979) were used to guide the timing/planning 
of the surveys. The surveys were not conducted throughout the spawning season 
(September - April); two surveys were conducted earlier and three later in the 
spawning season. Firstly, this was necessitated by the fact that only one suitable 
vessel was available and a refit had to be schedule during the spawning season. 










ChapleT 2 Datil colloclion mid processing 
the spawning season was consiuered to he important for anchovy spawmng 
(I~ ClllS 1979). 
The SWAPEL 'mrvcys co\'crcu the area from the KWlcnc River in the lIonh to 
Ltideritz in the south. and up to 65 n, miles offshore (Figure 2.1). During the firs! 
two spawning seaSons (1979/RO anti I nOll; I), a sut\'e: grid Wilh an interval of 20 
n. miles between 1r~nsect, was followed. but in sub>equcm surveys the sp;lcing 
boelween lnmse~IS was increased 10 30 n. miles li)r logIstical reasonS. The surw;., 
c()mmClIcctl in the "orth at 17"20' S (south of KUllene River) for the IIrst two 
seasons and al 17"30' S for the remaining seasons. The wuthern extent of the 
coverage varied with each survey because of time limiwtions. and the furthest 
extent was at 27"()(r S {south of Uidcritz}_ Thc arcas covercd by the sllrvcys arc 
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Figure 2.1 : The sp,l1i~1 covcnlge of the SWAPEL surveys along the K~mibian 
~oaslljnc. The lati luJinal interval belween lranseclS was ~o n mile, during lhe 
I'J79 survcys. 
Along each l ranse~L 14 ,lations were 1'K;atcd wi th a ,padng or 5 n. miks. The 
swtion, were numbered from the coaSllin" ,md lh" Jirsl slalion wu, 2 n_ mik, 
Irom lh" coasl. The lir:st I(lUr stations of 5 n_ miles 'pacing, lhcreafkr of 10 n. 
miks 3p"rl w~re ,ampkcL khthyoplanklon were sampl~J with paireJ l3ongo nets 
"s <.k,cribcd by I.e Clu~ (19851_ The Hongo nd ~oll~i'l"d or a 57 em diamel~r 
fl.ccosyn gauze and d digital Jlowmct~r. rhe n~1 con,j,kd of cylindric"l and 










Chapter 2 Data collection and processing 
the net by phytoplankton, which was common in the more productive areas along 
the Namibian coast. 
Each net was fitted with a nylon monofilament Becosyn gauze, one net having a 
gauze with 0.3 mm mesh size, while the other net had a 0.5 mm mesh size. A 
digital flowmeter was suspended by means of a stainless steel rod at the center of 
the opening of each mouth tube to measure the rate of flow of water through the 
net. The number of revolutions recorded was used to calculate the volume of the 
water filtered through the net per tow. A digital electronic Bongo monitor 
clamped into a collar, which joined the paired Bongo nets, was used to measure 
the temperature and the water pressure (i.e. depth), and the monitor was also 
connected to the flowmeters. All information recorded by the monitor was 
transmitted through the towing cable to the deck unit on the ship and printed out 
on hard copy. The flow rate and the depth readout were used to regulate the depth 
and the speed of the nets through the water during deployment. In addition, 
measurement of temperature, salinity and oxygen were made at each station 
during the surveys (Kruger and Boyd 1984). 
Ichthyoplankton were sampled by means of a double oblique haul. The net unit 
was lowered into the water by means of a cable while steaming at a speed of two 
knots until a depth of 50 m or 5 m from the bottom was reached. The net unit was 
allowed to stabilize for 30 seconds before being hauled to the surface. The unit 











Chapter 2 Data collection and processing 
the Bongo monitor, the depth of the net was regulated by reading off the slide of 
the bathythermograph, which was lowered with the nets. 
On board, plankton were carefully flushed to the codend of the net and the 
samples were then emptied into a bucket. Large planktonic animals (e.g jellyfish) 
were discarded after their number and size had been recorded. The contents of the 
bucket were then filtered through a 0.30 mm sieve and the sample was then 
transferred into alL plastic bottle and preserved using a 5% formalin solution. 
Nansen surveys 
The Nansen data were collected during surveys which were conducted during 
1999 to 2004 as part of the Benguela Fisheries Interaction and Training 
(BENEFIT) project on horse mackerel recruitment. The objective of the project 
was to improve understanding of the environmental preferences and linkages 
between environmental processes and growth, distribution and abundance of the 
horse mackerel stocks. Initially the focus was to improve understanding of the 
reproductive biology and early life stages and to explain the spawning and 
recruitment dynamics of the two horse mackerel species (Trachurus trachurus 
capensis and Trachurus trachurus trecae) in the region. The focus was expanded 
to include anchovy and sardine after the horse mackerel recruitment survey in 










Chapter 2 Data collection and processing 
The Nansen surveys covered the area from Tombua (15°30' S) in southern Angola 
to Sandwich Harbour (23°30' S) in central Namibia (Figure 2.2). For most of the 
surveys transects started on a line at 23° 30' S and progressed northwards with 
lines spaced at 40 - 50 n. mile intervals. Sampling was also done along the 
diagonal lines (northeast-southwest) that joined the parallel (east-west) transects. 
Stations were located every 20 n. miles in the offshore region and every 
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Chapter 2 Data collection and processing 
Figure 2.2. The spatial coverage of the April 2002 Nansen survey along the 
Namibian coastline (Stenevik et al., 2002). 
Ichthyoplankton were sampled with a hydrobios multinet plankton sampler having 
5 nets with a mesh size of 405!lm and a mouth opening of 0.5 x 0.5 m sampled at 
depth intervals of 0 - 10 m, 10 - 20 m, 20 - 40 m, 40 - 60 m and 60 - 100 m. 
When bottom depth was less than 100 m, the deepest net was sampled from 10m 
above the bottom to the nearest depth interval upper limit. A flow meter was 
mounted in the mouth of the multinet, and a Scanmar depth recorder with acoustic 
transmission to the vessel was mounted on top of the multi net. The multi net was 
lowered to depth and retrieved at a speed of 0.5 - 1.0 ms- 1 while the vessels 
maintained a speed of about 2 - 2.5 knots. In addition to ichtyoplankton sampling 
a Seabird 911 CTD was deployed to collect data on temperature, salinity and 
oxygen concentration between the surface and 10m off the bottom at every 
station (Stenevik et al., 2002). 
On board, the codends were removed from the multinet and the samples were 
poured into measuring cylinders to determine the volume of the sample by 
displacement. The samples were then transferred into petri dishes and examined 
on-board with a stereomicroscope. Fish eggs were identified, counted, staged and 
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Data processing 
Data obtained from SW APEL surveys were stored electronically In 
ichthyoplankton and environmental datasets. The ichthyoplankton dataset, which 
was made available for use by Dr Anja Kreiner (NatMIRC), was stored in a 
Microsoft Excel format while the environmental dataset was stored in ASCII 
format and was obtained from the NatMIRC ocean database (OCEANBASE). 
The SW APEL surveys egg data were reported as numbers of eggs, standardized to 
number per 10 m2, in a matrix format of lines (transects) and stations. I 
transformed these data into a column format presenting the number label of 
transect, the number label of the station along each transect and the number of 
anchovy and sardine eggs per station, using the Pivot table tool in Microsoft Excel 
(Microsoft ® Office Excel 2003). The lines were labeled in numerical sequence 
from the northern point of the region, and the stations along each line from 
inshore to offshore. I converted the labels into geographical coordinates based on 
the spacing intervals between lines and the distance of the stations from the 
coastline. 
SWAPEL surveys environmental data were stored as depth profiles and I exported 
the files to Microsoft Access and summarized the data based on the number of 
times a station was sampled. As a result, three separate files were created; a file 
containing the observations at each station as a depth profile, a file depicting the 
month and year (surveys) a station was sampled, and a file showing the 











Chapter 2 Data collection and processing 
month and year) file using the coordinates of each station. Subsequently, the 
observations recorded as depth profiles were linked to the stations using the 
survey file. 
Environmental data were not collected every survey, and in order to link 
environmental observations to the egg observations I used a least distance 
likelihood, based on the geographical coordinates and date of the survey 
conducted to estimate the environmental conditions when these were not 
measured. I obtained the likelihood distance by spatial exploration of the two data 
sets in Arcview software with the assistance of L. Drapeau (IRD). The depth 
profiles of environmental variables were averaged for the top 50 m of the water 
column, and I considered this value to be the representative for that specific 
station. The reason for averaging the environmental data was because eggs were 
only sampled using a oblique haul (to a depth of 50 m or 5 m from bottom) and 
not over a discrete depth (as was the case during the Nansen surveys) and it was 
assumed that the eggs only occurred within surface waters, based on O'Toole's 
(1977) work which showed that most anchovy and sardine eggs were concentrated 
above the thermocline in the top 20 m. 
I linked the two data sets in Microsoft Access using positions and dates of the 
stations. Once the files were linked, 150 of the total cases were deleted, due to 
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cases remained for all the SWAPEL surveys. The total number of eggs recorded is 
shown in Table 1. 
Data obtained from the Nansen programme were stored in a Microsoft Excel 
format and were also made available by Dr Anja Kreiner (NatMIRC). The data 
consisted of three files; the eggs (standardized to number per 10m2), stations and 
environmental data sets, which I transferred to Microsoft Access. An average for 
each environmental variable per sampled depth range was calculated and station 
numbers were used to link environmental data to ichthyoplankton data. A total of 
1991 cases were recorded during these surveys. The total number of eggs 
recorded is shown in Table 2.1. 
Table 2.1: The total number of sardine and anchovy eggs collected during the 












Chapter 2 Data collection and processing 
SWAPEL surveys 
EGGS Sardine Anchovy Environmental 
(Bongo net) Number (+) stations Number (+) stations Data (CTD) 
Temperature 




EGGS Sardine Anchovy Environmental 
(Multinet) Number (+) stations Number (+) stations Data (CTD) 
Temperature 
1518 49 936 31 Salinity 
Oxygen 
Sounding 
Earlier studies where these data were used. 
Several authors have previously used the data from the SW APEL surveys to 
investigate the spatial, temporal and hydrographic variability of egg and larvae of 
pelagic species during their spawning seasons. O'Toole (1977) investigated the 
seasonal distribution and abundance of larval stages of some species (sardine, 
anchovy, horse mackerel (T trachurus capensis), hake (Merluccius capensis), 
west coast sole (Austroglossus microlepis) and bearded goby (SujJlogobius 
bibarbatus)) in relation to hydrographical conditions. Le elus (1985) and 
Hewitson (1987) studied the seasonal, geographical and hydrographical trends, 
and spatial and temporal distribution patterns of anchovy in the northern Benguela 
region, respectively. 
The Nansen survey data are summarized in corresponding survey reports. 
Stenevik and Kreiner (2004) studied the spawning habitat of northern Benguela 










Chapter 3 Characterizing and comparing of sardine and anchovy spawning habitats 
Chapter 3. Characterizing and comparing of sardine (Sardinops sagax) 
and anchovy (Engraulis encrasicolus) spawning habitats 
using single parameter quotient analysis and T -S diagrams 
Abstract 
Spawning habitats of sardine and anchovy were characterized using single factor quotient 
analysis and temperature-salinity (T-S) plots. During the SWAPEL surveys, both species 
spawned over broad ranges of the variables (SST, salinity, dissolved oxygen and bottom 
depth) that were assessed. Anchovy was found to be less specific than sardine with 
respect to SST, salinity and oxygen, whereas sardine was less specific than anchovy with 
respect to bottom depth. During the Nansen surveys, sardine was found to be less specific 
than anchovy with respect to all the environmental variables. The selection of broad 
ranges of these variables has enabled these species to vary their preference seasonally 
relative to the prevailing environmental conditions. Over a longer period, fluctuations in 
abundance of these species may have a noticeable impact on the selection of 
environmental variables for spawning by both species. Temperature-salinity diagrams 
showed that anchovy was distributed over a broader range of water masses than sardine 
during the SW APEL surveys, whereas the reverse was found during the Nansen surveys. 
Sardine appears to be better adapted than anchovy because it is better able to vary its 
spawning habitats. Anchovy might maximize spawning success by timing spawmng 











Chapter 3 Characterizing and comparing of sardine and anchovy spawning habitats 
Introduction 
The occupation of eastern boundary regions by anchovy and sardine comes at a cost. In 
order to survive in these regions, they have to adapt their life history strategy in a way 
that minimizes the detrimental effects of the turbulent conditions that characterize eastern 
boundary current regions. The Ekman drift advects eggs and larvae, along with surface 
water, offshore into unsuitable areas for survival of the early stages of these species. 
Thus, in eastern boundary current systems, adult fish generally move away from the 
turbulent upwelling cells to find suitable spawning habitats (Laevastu 1993). 
In selecting an area for spawning, other factors also need to be considered, such as food 
and temperature, as well as the topography. Spawning of sardine and anchovy is known 
to correspond with areas of plankton concentration in eastern boundary current regions. A 
high concentration of plankton ensures a sufficient supply of energy to both spawners and 
early larval stages. Together with food, temperature is also an important factor in 
determining spawning success of small pelagic fish and the development of early life 
stages. Sardine, off California, have been reported to spawn over a wider range of 
temperature (13 0 - 25°C) than anchovy (160 - 19°C, (Schwartzlose et aI., 1999). Lluch-
BeIda et al. (1992) concluded that sardine off California tend to expand their spawning 
ground in warm periods, whereas van der Lingen et al. (2001) suggested that the opposite 
might be the case in the southern Benguela region. In the northern Benguela region, 
warm periods are associated with strong southward displacement of warm, saline 
Angolan water, often associated with low oxygen concentrations, on to the Namibian 
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Benguela Nifios, and example of such a wann event occurred during the 198411985 
spawning season and reduced the productivity of the region (Shannon 1985). 
Stratification and thennal constancy, which reduce the likelihood of abnonnalities in egg 
development (which can occur in <14 0 C water for anchovy in southern Benguela; King 
et aI., 1978) and benefit larval growth, are found in areas where the continental shelf is 
wide or in coastal indentations such as bays downstream of intense upwelling centres. In 
such areas, coastal upwelling is minimized and circulation ensures retention of particles 
(larvae and plankton) and warming (Roy et ai., 1992; Shin et ai., 1998). 
Spawning habitats of anchovy and sardine are characterized in this chapter by examining 
the selection of environmental variables by these species, as detennined by the ranges of 
environmental variables in which their eggs were observed. The preferred environmental 
conditions were derived from data collected during the SW APEL and Nansen surveys. 
Two techniques were used to define the selection of environmental variables by sardine 
and anchovy spawners and the distribution of eggs in different water masses; namely 
Single parameter quotient (SPQ) analysis and temperature-salinity (TS) diagrams. These 
are described below. 
Analysis techniques 
Single parameter quotient analysis 
Single parameter quotient analysis was used to determine habitat selectivity by each 
species for different environmental variables. Single factor quotient analysis IS a 
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which describes the relationship between relative abundance of fish eggs and 
environmental variables (Drapeau 2004). 
First, for each environmental variable the range of observed values was divided into 30 
equally sized classes to ensure that maximum frequency of occurrence per class did not 
exceed 20% of all measurements. Percentage frequency of occurrence (% Pc) of each 
class (c) was determined as follows: 
(2.1) 
The same procedure was applied to egg abundance data, with the number of eggs (egg 
abundance) associated with each environmental class (e c) expressed as a percentage of 






The percentage of total eggs in each environmental range was then divided by the 











Chapter 3 Characterizing and comparing of sardine and anchovy spawning habitats 
This resultant quotient value (Qc) is used to assess the selection by fish for spawning 
over a particular range of that environmental variable. If the quotient value is greater than 
one, fish are assumed to select that variable range for spawning, but if it is less than one 
the variable range was assumed to be avoided (van der Lingen 2001; Twatwa 2002), and 
the quotient was plotted over the environmental range observed. The resultant quotient 
curves describe the relationship between egg abundance and the environmental variables 
and the quotient curves were smoothed using a 3 point running mean because of the high 
interpoint variability in the data. 
Single parameter quotient techniques have been used to characterize spawning habitats of 
pelagic fish species in different eastern boundary systems (Lluch-BeIda et at., 1991 a; van 
der Lingen et at., 2001; Twatwa 2002; Twatwa et at., 2005; Claramunt and Serra 2004; 
Bernal et at., 2004; Angelico 2004). It is however important to emphasise that this 
technique does not serve as a substitute for any of the statistical techniques used to 
investigate complex correlations, such as GLM or GAM models. 
Temperature-salinity diagrams 
Temperature-salinity diagrams are used to characterize water masses in the ocean 
(Sverdrup et at., 1942), ideally isolated from external influences such as heat exchange, 
precipitation and runoff. T -S diagrams can also be used to characterize preferred water 











Chapter 3 Characterizing and comparing of sardine and anchovy spawning habitats 
The SW APEL surveys' data used were restricted to the period 1980 to 1985 for both 
species as no records of sardine eggs were obtained prior to the 1980 season. 
Temperature and salinity are plotted on a diagram and egg abundance is overlaid, as a 
third dimension parameter, to indicate the preferred combination of temperature and 
salinity. This preference was enhanced by applying a threshold of >0.1 % (total egg 
abundance) on egg abundance to ensure that only stations with higher numbers of eggs 
were presented. 
It is again important to emphasise that T -S diagrams, as exploratory techniques, must be 
interpreted with caution, especially for pelagic fish stocks that spawn close to the surface 
of the water column, where external sources may have an influence on the properties of 
the water masses, particularly temperature. 
Results 
Spawning habitats selected during SWAPEL surveys (1978 -1985) 
The aggregated data for over the SW APEL surveys indicate that both species selected a 
wide range of SST (> 14°C) for spawning (Figure 3.1 a), with anchovy preferring 
slightly cooler waters than sardine and sardine showing high selection for warmer 
(> 19.5 0c) waters. The warmest temperatures selected by both species were not defined 
as the selected range may have extended beyond the SST class range observed here. 
Anchovy (sardine) eggs occurred in waters of temperature> 11.25 °C (> 11.5 DC). Of the 
ranges selected, most spawning occurred in the range between 16°C and 19 DC, which 










Ch'fiCr J Characterizing "ml comparing of sorci;tlc and ancilo,'y ' p""ning bab,uls 
with the ITIe<ln SST (14 - 18 "C) range reporleJ by Pam,;h ('/ al. (1983) on spawning 
grounJ~ in 10llr ea';lem boundary cunent ,;y';lems. Inter-annually, no particular (r<,nd 
could be deduced from selections by both species for spawning (Figure 3.2 a and 3.3 a). 
I lowever. there apP<'ars 10 be a ~hiJ\ Ii-om W()110 warm SST rang .. , in prei"er<'llce by bolh 
speclC<; during some of the spawning seasons, especially for sardine (Figure ).2 b and 
3.3 b). 
Figure 3.1: Percentage frequency distrir.ution (histograms) envirOllllentul vanablcs for 
all SWAPJ:L surveys comhined (aJ SST. (b) salinity (el dissoh'ed oxygen 
am! (J) log-transfomlcd depth. Quotient ~ur\eS (3-point running mCJn) arc 
shown for sardine (triangle) and anchovy (open circle) eggs. A quotient 
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Figure 3.2: S"n.lin~ sele~li"n "I' SST filr spa\\ning during the S\,'APEL surwys. 
showmg (aJ dilkrenl ye~rs (aggrcg~led monthly data) and (h) individual 
'lIl'VC~S_ rhc (]'~dJ bars indicak' the SST range, sdc'clcu (Q > 1). with 
arrow, ~ho\\, ing the r~aks "I' the sdecled range. The lhick horizonl~l soliJ 
line separates the different seasons. 'Ihc sh~dcd area r~p]'e~nt~ the SS'[ 
r~ngc repoJ1~d in sunline and ~tlchovy spawning gmunds m four ea,tern 
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Figure 3.3 : .\ncho\} ",iL":lion of SST for sp,,,,ning ullring the SWAPF.L SlLn~}", 
silm,ing (aj di('f~r~nl years ("ggr"'ga!ed monthly data) and (b) indi,jdlla l sune"s, 
Th~ (blue) bars indicate the 5S I ranges selected (Q > I j. \\'ilh arrows showing the 
peaks of the selected range. the thick hori7ontal solid line ""panties [h" different 
sea>ons. The shad~d an;a "'presents the SST range r~ported in sardine and 












Similar to th~ ~cledion or SST ror spawning, the aggr~g~tion dam showed that and\(l\'Y 
and sardine preferene~s for salinity during spawning wer~ comparable (Figure 3.1 b). 
Rolh species eggs occurred Ji'om 34,85 %0 to 35,75 ~i>o, Anchovy s~b;kJ (0 spawn in 
water of salinity greakr than 35,2 0/"" \\·her~a.~ sardin~ s~kcleJ a narrow range of 35,3 _ 
35.55 %0 (Figur~ 3, I b). The upper end of tll<: range selected hy anell<")' waS nOl wdl 
defined, indicating that ~pawning could hav~ oeCtLrr~J in more saline water than tll<: range 
shlmn here, or tll<: nmge selecled, spa'Hling mainly occurr~d between 35,2 - 35,0 %Q. 
which C<lntain~d more than 70% or the anchov}' egg~. Wal~r lype of this salinity range 
w~s iJenlilied ~s th~ nwderalely s~line oC~J.nic and mixed wmer over the continental 
shdf of th~ northern llengncla region (O'Toole 1980). As wa.~ lhe case \,iili SST, no 
p~rticubr trend coulJ be JeJuced from the selected ranges for spawning b) both sJ1<.'cie~, 
anllllally (hgl.lre 3.4 a and 3 5 a), although in 19R3119R4 bolh species tended to choos~ 
high s~linity wmer and low sal inity water in 1984/1 985. During some ~~a~ons lrends or 
shiliing prel",r~nc~ towards more s~hn~ w~t~r can be deduced, which match the shift to 
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Figur~ J...I ; Smdille ' ekdioll "I' salillil;- lor ~r""l1l11g dmillg the SWAPF.J. ~m\e:'_ 
showing (a) different yems (aggrcgm~d monthly dm~) ~nd (hJ individual 
SUlTe} S. Th~ (red) hms ind icatc the salinit} ranges sdecwd (Q > I), "ith 
~rro\\'s ~h("\lng the f't'<lb of the ~de~ted range. The lhic~ horimnl<!1 ",lid 
linc 'epm~les the differenl SC<lSOL1S. The shaded m~~ I'cprcst'nls the s~linit~· 
range of oceanic arxl mixed waters found o\er most or the J\amillian 
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Fi~ u re .~.5: Anchovy ,election oj f<alini\y lor spawning during tk SWAPE)' sur\'~y'. 
slio,,;ng (lI) Jil'l"'r~n\ years (~ggregll t ed month l" datu) aLld (h) individual 
surveys. j he (blue) bars indicate the " ,l1mly mng~s selected (Q > 1). with 
arrows sm,,,ing the l~ab or I h~ ,;elecle<.! runge. The thick horizontal so lid 
line ~erara[es [he di l'l", ren! seuS{ll1s. The shaJed IIn:u represents the salLLl ily 
raLlge nC oceanic and r\11xeJ \\'uters found over most of toc ~amibian 











Chapter 3 Characterizing and comparison of sardine and anchovy spawning habitats 
The aggregated data showed no overlap in the selection of dissolved oxygen ranges for 
spawning (Figure 3.1 c). Anchovy eggs occurred from 1 ml rito 7.5 ml r i , whereas 
sardine occurred from 1 ml ri to 7 ml ri of dissolved oxygen. Anchovy seems to have a 
higher tolerance for low oxygen conditions than sardine and appear to have selected to 
spawn in waters of 1 ml ri - 3.5 ml riof dissolved oxygen, although this may be an 
artifact as there were few observations in the low dissolved oxygen waters. Sardine 
selected relatively a narrower range and higher oxygen concentration (4.5 ml ri_ 5.5 ml ( 
i) than anchovy. On an annual basis, both species seem to avoid hypoxic water except 
during 198011981, when eggs of both species occurred in hypoxic conditions (Figure 3.6 
a and 3.7 a). This was also the only time that eggs were found in water of dissolved 
oxygen below the threshold (2.0 ml (i) at which organisms may require physiological 
adaptation to survive (Kreiner et at. submitted). During the 198011981 season, there 
seemed to be a shift from spawning in high to low oxygen water (Figure 3.6 band 3.7 b). 
There was relatively little overlap between the two species with respect to selection of 
bottom depth for spawning. Both species eggs were observed over broad bottom depth 
range of 7 m (log 1.95 m) to 2800 m (log 7.95 m). Anchovy selected, on aggregation, a 
bottom depth range with a peak around 25 m (log 3.2 m) for spawning whereas sardine 
selected a broader bottom depth range with two peaks; within shallow water (20 m; log 
2.95 m) and offshore (200 m; log 5.2 m) (Figure 3.l d). Both species' eggs occurred over 
the whole bottom depth range with most of the eggs counted being found in the range 9 -
299 m (12 - 141 m) bottom depth for sardine (anchovy). On an annual basis, Sardine 











Chapter 3 Characterizing and comparison of sardine and anchovy spawning habitats 
in 3 years (Figure 3.8 a). Anchovy spawning was confined to the continental shelf «200 
m) for all the years (Figure 3.9 a). There was no particular pattern in the bottom depth 
range selected for spawning on a monthly basis (Figure 3.8 band 3.9 b), although 
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, .n i 
Sardine seketion of dissolyed ox~ gen for spa\\ning during the SWAPFL 
perio,!. 'ho"ing: (;1) ;;eason and (b) inJi\'iJuai sun~ys. The (r~d) bars 
indi<:~k the dissoh~d OX} g~n r~nges sekcted (Q > I ). with arrows showing 
the JX!aks of the selected ran~e. 'Jhe th ie\.. hori/(,ntal so lid line (bkl,k) 
~~raratc~ the different sea~"n,. Thl" 'eni<:~l line (reJ) represents the 
dissoh~d oxyg~n concentration threshold below .... hieh ph}~i<l l "gieal 
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Figure J,7: Anchovy ,~kction ofdi"olwd o"}g~n for sp~wning during lh~ SWAPEL 
period, showing (a) >cason and (b) suney,, ] he bars (t-.l\l~j indi~m~ lk 
di ssnl ,"cd "")'gen l'<Inges sekewd (Q > 1 j. "ith 'lml\\ ~ ~ll()", ing th~ P<'"h n r 
lh~ ~~lcClcd range. rhe thick hori/oLHa i -,ol1d lin ~ (bbcl) -'~p,,"'l l~ th~ 
differeL11 Se'l"Oll-'. Th~ wrlie'll li~ tr~d) re prc>cnts t~ dissol\'~d ox"gen 
"oL1,,~nlr"lioL1 \hr~~hn]d belo\\ "hieh phy ~iologk'l] beh'lviollr of Ihe fish 
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F igu r~ ... 11: Sardin~ s"k~1 ion of (log-transformed) bottom deptil fur spa "'!ling during th~ 
S\VAPLiL period. ~h,,""'ing (a) diflCrenl :"a'S and (b) individual SUf\"ejS. 
rhe (red) hars indicale' the hollorn depth r<lng~, scle~l<XI (Q ,"> I). with the 
arr()w~ showing Ihe I'<'<lks of the selected range. Tlw Ihici...l)<,r1/(lnlai solid 
lin" (hlu<:kl ,eparate the different seasons. Ti1~ houorn depth, or 50 and 200 
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Figure 3.9: Anchovy selection of (log-tmnsformcd) bonom depth for spawnin~ during 
the S\\,'AI'EL rcriod. showing tal different season, and (h) surw". jhe 
(blue) bars indicm~ the bot1om depth nmgcs >ekcted (0) I). with the 
arrows showing the peaks of the sele~lcd range. '] he thick horizontal sol id 
li ne (bllld,) sepllrJlc th~ difl"r~nt ;;eUSOIl~_ Th~ bOHom depths 01" 50 ~nd 200 










Spu"'ning ilil bifilfs sdecft!il during l'Va ll sen )/In'ey) (199 9 - 211(14) 
",~rbpp"J (Figur~ 3.10 a), Arn:hovy ~ggs were found from 1,,\ °C to 19,~ 'C and sardinc 
eggs "~r~ found from IZ,5 'C to 1'l.8 'c. Anchovy spawned within a vcl) n~rrow rangc 
r~nge (,I' 1..\,8 T - 19.8T. Thc onl;.' limc lhul th~ m"llipk nmgcs prefcrred by s.urdi n~ 
ohs~rved in the aggregated datasd Ilere sd~~ted for spawning was during thc Janu~l)' 
Z004 sm'\'c} (Figurc 3, II a), In the oth~r }cars (exc~pt 2(00) :;ardine showcd ,IS ,ingk 
quotient pc~k lying roughly wilhin lhl' r~ngc (14 - Ig 0c) defined for an~hov, and 
,,;rdinc in ~ast~rn houndary regions (Parrish <'I aI., 1983). In ye~rs whcn anchovy eggs 
wcrc l'ccorded lhel'e wa, a pl'cferencc for a rangc bel\l~cll 16 -19 DC for ,p<lwning (Figur~ 
3.11 hl. 
From ~ggreg<lteJ dul~, <In~ho\'y cggs w~r~ found mer salini(y rang~ of 3S.3 %0 - 35.~ %0 
and ><.-,rdine eggs were found over ~ rangc of35.1 %0 - 35.8 "iOa. Bolh species s<:kclCd two 
pt'uks on ~ggrugution with s~rdinc spuwning over hroader range (han andlm'y (Figure 
3.10 h). The high~r >alinity range for sUl'din~ was not defined. which llI~y indicatc (hat 
spa\lning may hav~ ~xtcndcd beyond lh~ rangc sho'ln hcrc. Ag~in lhis nwyk ~n m1cf<lcl 
of low r<'r~cnt~ge IrcquenC} obs~r\'CJ ul lhos~ le'ck II sc~ms <I~ if bolh spc~ies ,hiJled 
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FigUTl' 3.10: Pen:el1l:.lge rl<'ljllency dislrihlltion (histob,>T'..Im) 01' ~nvironmcnw.l v:.lri~hks 
for ali ,\amen surwy~ combined (a) SS I . (h) ~alinity (c) di~s olv~d oxygen 
,md (d) log-tran,fornled depth. Quoti~11l cur"", (3-poinl running mean) arc 
shown for s;mlinc (lriangk) "nd "nchovy (open drcle) ~ggs. A qllOlicnl 
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Fi:!urr 3.11: Sardin~ (~) ~nd AIl<!I,,),y (hJ S~leclion of SSI for .. pawning <lur ing tho.: 
,\'uns"1J SUf\cys. 111 1' bJr;; indicat~ the SSI rangc~ s~· I "' .. ·lcd. 'lith alTO""'S 
sho"ing th~ p.::Jk ~ of the :,elc<:\ct! range. The sbadcd ~l'l:a rep!'\'scnts tile 
SST range rcp..,rl~d ill sardi!).: and anchovy 'p~"T)ll\g IlwundS in four 
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Figure J.12: S~rdine (~) ~nd Arl<:ho\'y (bl S~lec\ion of Slliinity for spawning during th~ 
;\-'Wlsen surveys. Tile bars indicate tile SST range~ sele~teJ, \\·ilh arrow~ 
showing th" peah or the sckded r.mg~. rhe ~h~ded ~r~'1 rcpr~5em5 the 
~~lini\y r~nge of "c~~nic ~nd mixed v.m~r5 found o~~r most of the 











lhe selection for spawning with respect to diss.oh'ed oxyg~n was also similar for the two 
sJ>t'ci~s, with sardin~ spawning in a hro"d~r rang~ th~n ancho\')' (FiguTe .1.1 () eJ. An~ho\y 
cggs occurred in dissolv~d oxygen of 0.5 ml r' to 6.5 1111 rl 3nd sardine eggs from 
0.51111 ri to 7 ml ri. SJrdine and an<;hovy seled~d high dissoh'ed oxyg~n waters (5 ml rl 
- 6,5 ml I"l hut the sc,'ond peak. in the low dissolved oxygen range, was more 
pronounced for sardine than anchovy. Both sl""~ies spawned mostl) in \\akr \\ith 
dissolved o\}g~n "bo'e ~Tllical hYJl0xi~ condilions. Howe\rr, of lh,' three sur\cys when 
ancho'y eggs were re["nrded. anchovy eggs werc disproponioJlalely high in low oxyg~n 
waters in 1000 (Fignr~ 3.13 b). 
Both species' eggs occurrences range from about 50 m (log 3.95 m) to JS d~ep JS 500 m 
(log 6.2 m) bottom depth. In broad lem". bmh spe~ics sd~~kd ~ r.nttOrll dc-pth range 
from 50 m (3.71 to just about 300 m (5.7). Sardin~ spawn over a slightly broad~r mnge 
lh~n an~htl\) eXlending into d~Cl""r w~trrs (Figure J.IO d). During indi,idual surveys 
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r igure 3. 13: Sardine (a) ami i\nchov)' (h) Sc l ~clinn of di~S<) I\'~d oxygen for ~p,"'njng 
dunn!; tlw ,\'unwn ~lln' ~}S, Th~ har' illdkat~ th" di'>!;oh",d oxygen rang~s 
""kct~d_ Th~ v~rtic~l lill~ (red) repr~Sl:nts th~ dis'Xlived OXygo.?ll 
<:om,cntr~tion thr~,h<J ld h.:low "hidl physiological ochaviour of the fish 











" " " " Tron,feft"M !>ottell' de th 
Figure 3. 1-1: Sardine (al and Ancho\'}' Ih) Selection of holtom depth (log-transformed 
botlom d~plhl for sp;l'Alling during \h~ Sansell suneys. Th~ hms illdi<:ate 
th~ boltom d~pth rang~s sekCkd. Th" bouom d"pth or 50 and 200 m ilr~ 











Clmrocterilillg ,..,d cemp"isoo Qf ,,,dille nOO allche,,)' spawning hahi"", . __ .. _. 
T enll'aalllre-.,a/inily diagraml 
This >cction descl'ibes the dimibution of s~rdine ~nd ill1chovy eggs in rel~tioll 10 th~ 
"ater mass in "hich the cggs ",ere ohsencd. 
lhc aggregatcd IcmpcralUl'C-salinity plot indicalcs lh"t ancho\'~ ~ggs w~r~ I"und in all 
lhree of the w~ter lypeS reponed for this region IO'Toole 191\0), whereas s~l'dine \,'as 
lTstriet~d to oc~"nic and l1li~~d ""ter and Hellgll~l~ Cllrr~l1t W!lt~r only (figure ],15), 
Goth species eggs mostly occurl'ed in oceanic mixcd "aicr during the perioJ 1990 - 19K, 
(Figure 3.11i) and shi ned to BCrlgu~ Ia Curren[ "al~r dunng th~ 1 ')84/1985 se~S()n . 
.\'ilnwn ,\urw,l',\ (1999 - 100-1) 
Th~ ~ggr~g~t~d temp~raturC-~!llinity plot shows thm ><J.l'dim' cggs "crc found ovcr a 
broadcr l oS range than ancho',), eggs (Figure ~.17). Ancho,y sp~wnin g w~s mostly 
conlined to o<:emli<: mix~d "liter during all the sur .. eys "hen the cggs were record~d 
(Figurc 3 IS). TIlt' only times that sardi ne did not ~p~"n in o<:c~ni<: mixed " 'atel' wcrc 
during the first two years (l'igure 3.18): in 1\J9\J s~rdine sp""Llcd ill Ikngll<'ia Cumenl 
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Figu rf J .l~ : rcnlJX:mlllrc -~~ l j 'HI} plot ,howing eggs or s;J[(iin" (r~J) ~ml ancllol:' (blu~) 
(ilir itl!( 1i1~ ~ r~"ninl; ~a,",lnS 1i-0111 19RO - t 9S5 Irom SW A PEL sur\'c~ s. 1 h(' 
p"n:':l1iug" "f the "'I:lls is shown b: th~ solid circks (sardine) and oJX:n 
~Ir~ks (al1 ch,,,)). with drcles b.:ing pwportionallO eggs abllndanc~. 111~ 
bl",;!, ~ros:;.:s rcrrcs.: nt 11K- stations sampkd. I'll(" diffcr~nl "m.:r l}pc ~ ar~ 
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Fij!lI l·t 3. 16: l emp,.'rillUTC·saliuil} plu,s sh""ing .mcllo\} Cj!~ (kll ) :md lo.:!nlinc egg.~ 
(nj!hl) during lh,· "V'''' ning ~~SI.'ru; from 1(/80· 1985 from ,lie SW,\I'f1. 
'Uf'':~ .' . l it.: hl...:k cn ... "" "'pft's.·n! Ih~ s!~lions sampkJ and .he suhd 
c;rl"1<s n: pNscm !h~ P<'rcemage of pooi.iw S13.i"Il~. wi.h dr~k~ b.:in\: 
pwpurli,ltllll!o c~s Il bund.1oce. the dillcrcrll ,,,'ler Iypt's ar~ "'paral.:d b~· 
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rigurc .1 .17: TemperJture- s~linily plot ~ho"ing S<lrdine egg' (red) ~nd aneho\'j-' eggs 
(bloc) dnring the ,\'ansen surv~)s. Th" pcrc~llIag~ of the cgg' is shown by 
the <;olid circ l ~, (<;ardine "gpl and open cird~, (ancho,') egg'). ",ilh circl~, 
being propoltionai to eggs abundance. The black cro~ws represent the 










Chapl"" 3 CharocteriLi ng and <~l1lr" r i , ,,n of sa,din< and ancho'} ,p.wn ing hahita" 
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ri~ur~ J.lf! : Temperature-salinity plot showing anchovy eggs (right) and s.ardinc cggs 
(left) during the San.,en sun.eys. (19':1") - 200-1). The black cros,cs. rcprc,cnt 
the sl<lt ions sampled lind the sol id cm:lcs represcnt the per~cntage or 
[XlSltive stations. "ith ~ir~lcs being proportional to eggs abundan~e. The 
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Discussion 
Spawning habitat of sardine 
During the SW APEL surveys, sardine selected ranges in waters of a broad SST ranges 
(> 14.5 DC), a narrow range of salinity (35.3 %0 - 35.55 %0), high dissolved oxygen (4 -
6.5 mill), and broad bottom depth ranges (9 m - 25 m and 110m - 300 m). In contrast, 
during the Nansen surveys, sardine spawning selection was over a broad range of SSTs 
(14.8 °C - 17°C and 18 °C - 19.8 DC) and salinity ranges (35.1 %0 - 35.45 %0 and >35.8 
%0), in low (2 mill - 3.5 mill) and high (4.5 mill - 6.5 mill) dissolved oxygen waters, and 
within a relatively narrow bottom depth range (40 m - 230 m). Le Clus (1991), who 
studied the impact of large environmental features of spawning distributions of northern 
Benguela sardine and anchovy from 1972 - 1985, reported that sardine spawned in the 
temperature range from 15°C - 19 dc. Similar temperature ranges were also 
reported for other eastern boundary regions; a range of 13°C - 25 °C was reported for 
Californian sardine (Lluch-Belda et at. 1991a) and one of the ranges (15.2 °C - 18.2 °C 
and 17.4 °C - 21.1 DC) reported for southern Benguela sardine (van der Lingen et aI., 
2001, Twatwa et aI., 2005). Off Morocco, sardine have been shown to spawn over wide 
range of SST with multiple peaks ranging from 15.5 °C to 22°C (Ettahiri and Berraho 
2004). The spawning of sardine over broad ranges of SST has been linked to its patchy 
spawning behaviour. In the southern Benguela region, Fowler (1998) reported that 
sardine occupied broad areas for spawning, with no particular spatial dominance in order 
to take advantage of the variable conditions that characterize eastern boundary regions in 
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The results presented here indicate that sardine in the northern Benguela selected multiple 
ranges of temperature for spawning. These multiple ranges appear separated in time and 
space, with spawning within the cool water (13 DC - 16.5 DC) occurring mainly during 
November and December in the Walvis Bay area and spawning in warm water (16.5 DC_ 
22 DC) occurring during February and March in the area north of Palgrave Point (King 
1997b). The selection of multiple temperature ranges for spawning by sardine had also 
been observed in other eastern boundary regions. In the southern Benguela, Twatwa 
(2005) also used quotient curve analysis to characterize spawning habitats of sardine, and 
she reported bimodal distributions peaks (15.5 DC - 17.5 DC and 21 DC - 22DC) with 
respect to SST. Similar selection of SST for spawning was also reported for Californian 
sardine (Lluch-Belda et aI., 1991a), which showed two peaks over a wide temperature 
range. The selection of two temperature ranges by sardine seems to be an effective 
mechanism for withstanding the variable conditions that characterize eastern boundary 
regions, so that the second peak can become the major peak when conditions are 
unfavourable (Alheit 1989). 
The seasonal variation in selection of temperature and salinity by sardine coincides with 
the displacement of the Benguela/Angola front. Sardine spawn in cool water at the 
beginning of the season and shift towards warm water towards the end of the season in 
summer. King (1977a) indicated that sardine spawned in cool water during November 
and December and in warm water during February and March. During summer there is a 
southward shift in the location of the Angola/Benguela front, leading to intrusion of the 
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strongest intrusion was experienced during the 198311984 season, during the 1984 
Benguela Nifio. This is also the season that sardine showed the largest increase in 
selected SST, from 12.5 °C to 20.5 °C. The period of 1981 - 1983 was classified as cool 
(Ie Clus 1990), with minimal intrusion of the warm Angolan water (Boyd et aI., 1987). 
Boyd et al. (1987) also stated that the same period tended to have the most southerly 
extent of warm water in February, whereas periods of strong intrusion had maximum 
surface intrusion in Marchi April. Although the intrusion in 1982 was limited, the 
maximum intrusion was in MarchiApril and not in February. The correspondence of 
sardine spawning selection with displacement of warm, saline Angolan water southwards 
indicates sardine tolerance for varying environmental conditions. Sardine selected ranges 
were relative to prevailing environmental condition, but these ranges did not coincide 
with observed environmental peaks. This clearly indicates that sardine preferred/selected 
a certain range within the prevailing environmental range. 
The selection of temperature for spawning can also be explained in terms of locality. 
Le Clus' (1990) work demonstrates that sardine extends its spawning ground southwards 
to the Llideritz upwelling cell in the northern Benguela when it is anomalously warm. 
This finding is supported by this study, because sardine tended to adjust its area of 
spawning with the expansion of warm water southwards (see Chapter 4). The same 
pattern of expanding spawning grounds with respect to temperature was also reported for 
other eastern boundary systems (Humboldt and California, Lluch-Belda et al., 1992). 
Twatwa's (2002) and Twatwa et al. (2005) findings also indicate that sardine shifts its 
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its minimum and vice versa. Studies on Japanese sardine indicate that sardine migrates 
according to environmental conditions, which exhibit seasonal and annual fluctuations 
(Kondo 1988). 
Sardine showed an affinity for moderately saline oceanic and mixed waters as defined by 
O'Toole (1980). This water mass generally occupies most of the continental shelf, 
depending on the hydrographic processes (i.e. upwelling/intrusion) impacting on the shelf 
at a given time. The preference of sardine for this water can be explained by the overlap 
of sardine selected spawning temperature range and this water temperature (16 DC -
20 DC) range. The low salinity Benguela Current water could be too cold for sardine egg 
survival and successful development (King 1997a), and the high salinity Angola Current 
water is poor in productivity (Mitchell-Innes et aI., 2001) and may not be sufficiently 
nutritious for sardine adults and larval development. 
Spawning habitat of anchovy 
Anchovy spawning selection was within a broad SST range (> 14 DC), broad salinity 
range (> 35.2 %0), low dissolved oxygen (1 ml rl - 3.5 ml rl) and relatively shallow (12 
m - 141 m) bottom depth during the SWAPEL surveys. During the Nansen surveys, 
anchovy eggs were found in water with a SST range of 16 DC - 19 DC, a narrow salinity 
range (35.3 - 35.4 %0), high dissolved oxygen (4.5 ml rl - 6 ml rl) and relatively shallow 
bottom depths (67 m - 181 m). Wide temperature ranges for spawning were reported for 
both anchovy and sardine by Ie Clus (1991). The selection of this wide temperature range 
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pattern of anchovy spawning in the Bay of Biscay. Once sea surface temperature rises 
above 14°C, anchovy eggs are found, and spawning activities increased with increasing 
surface temperature (Motos et al. 1996), reaching a peak during the transition from 
winter to summer when the temperature is at its warmest. This adaptive behavior allows 
anchovy to search for time-space environmental windows that have favorable conditions 
for egg and larval survival (Cury and Roy 1989). 
The results indicate that anchovy preferred cooler water than sardine during the 
SW APEL surveys. This finding is supported by Ie Clus' (1991) work relating 
hydrographic features with anchovy and sardine spawning. Le Clus (1991) concluded that 
while sardine spawn early in the season when upwelling is strong, anchovy spawn more 
frequently in cool waters inshore than do sardine. Anchovy preference for cool upwelled 
waters is not well understood, but in California anchovy was also found to spawn in these 
waters (Lluch-Belda et at., 1991a). It was suggested that anchovy spawning is related to 
intense upwelling, which results in cold temperatures. In contrast, southern Benguela 
anchovy seem to be better adapted to warm waters and their spawning activity is poorly 
related to upwelling intensity (van der Lingen et aI., 2001; Twatwa 2002) as anchovy 
spawn exclusively on the Agulhas bank. This finding was supported by anchovy feeding 
conditions that were associated with warm temperatures (Richardson et at., 1998). 
The feeding ground of anchovy in the northern Benguela was within a distance of about 
15 km - 20 km from shore (Le Clus 1991), where the concentration of phytoplankton in 
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Shannon and Pillar 1986, Mitchell-Innes et al., 2001), with zooplankton abundance 
extending even further offshore (Verheye et aI., 2001). This distance coincides with the 
bottom depth range selected for spawning by anchovy, indicating that this depth range 
may coincide with that needed for energetic reasons. Le Clus (1991) also concluded that 
anchovy spawn inshore but extend offshore in some seasons (warm periods). This depth 
range is known to be within the frontal zone of the cold upwelled water and warm 
oceanic water, which is closely related to the shelf break (Stenevik and Kreiner 2004). In 
the Bay of Biscay, anchovy have also been shown to spawn within frontal regions where 
hydrographic features enhance particle retention and stratification (Motos et aI., 1996; 
Bakun 1996). 
The occurrence of anchovy eggs within shallow water coincided with the low oxygen 
waters that are common on the shelf (Chapman and Shannon 1985). The results indicate 
that anchovy have a high tolerance for oxygen deficient conditions, spawning well below 
the oxygen depletion threshold, as defined by Monteiro et al. (2006). The tolerance for 
low oxygen conditions by anchovy may be associated with its small size and inferior 
swimming abilities compared with sardine, which confines anchovy to nearshore areas 
(Dotson and Griffith 1996) where low oxygen water is a permanent feature from the 
poleward flowing sub-surface current (Monteiro et aI., 2006). 
Comparison of sardine and anchovy spawning habitats 
The selection of environmental variables by sardine and anchovy for spawning indicates 
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bottom depth seems to be associated with a narrow salinity range. Anchovy selection of a 
narrow bottom depth range for spawning is associated with a broad salinity range. The 
broad salinity range selected shows that anchovy spawned in different water masses that 
were introduced on to the shelf during upwelling or the intrusion of warm high saline 
Angolan water. In contrast, sardine appear to prefer spawning in oceanic water that 
occupies most of the shelf, avoiding cool less saline upwelling water and the warm saline 
Angolan water associated with low oxygen. The variability in sardine geographic habitat 
is reported to be the result of its superior swimming ability when compared with anchovy 
(Dotson and Griffith 1996). Sardine are larger and longer-lived than anchovy, and are 
more able to cope with large scale hydrographic variability (Curtis 2004). 
The similarity of sardine and anchovy spawnmg habitats in the northern Benguela 
contrasts with the spawning habitats of these species in other systems. Although the 
California sardine and anchovy temperature preferences were characterized to be similar, 
sardine spawned over a wider temperature range and was better adapted than anchovy to 
spawn in warm water (Lluch-Belda et at., 1991a). Sardine in the southern Benguela were 
also characterized to be different from anchovy (Twatwa et aI., 2005), with sardine 
spawning over a wider temperature range than anchovy. However, anchovy was better 
adapted to spawn in warm water than sardine (van der Lingen et ai., 2001). The lack of a 
difference in spawning habitats/ environmental condition preferences by the two species 
may challenge the hypothesis of regime shifts in the northern Benguela, although 
environmental conditions and fishing pressure have been postulated to preclude steady 
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Comparing the two surveys 
Although the comparison of the two surveys is limited by the difference in survey 
intensity and spatial coverage, some differences were noticeable. SW APEL surveys have 
a better spatial coverage and extended over the whole spawning period. Nansen annual 
surveys were limited to the central and northern regions ofthe northern Benguela. 
Anchovy spawning habitat selection was broad during the SWAPEL surveys, whereas it 
was much narrower during the Nansen period. The shift in range selection may be 
explained by the density dependence of anchovy spawning. Although evidence of 
density-dependence is scarce (Blaxter and Hunter 1982), clupeoid populations have been 
shown to reduce their preference range with a decrease in abundance (Bakun 1996; 
Schwartzlose et aI., 1999). Anchovy populations in the northern Benguela have decreased 
drastically between the two survey periods. Catches averaged around 200 000 tonnes per 
annum during the SW APEL surveys, but have reduced to virtually zero during the 
Nansen surveys (Boyer and Hampton 2001b). In the Bay of Biscay, Motos et al. (1996) 
reported that anchovy concentrate their spawning activity in sites which maintain 
minimal sustaining conditions for anchovy populations. These authors showed that 
anchovy selected specifically waters with low salinity even in isolated sites further 
offshore. It was also shown in the southern Benguela that anchovy will first choose an 
optimal temperature (16 - 18°C) range then expand its range with an increase in 
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Sardine displayed single peaks with respect to salinity and oxygen during the SW APEL 
surveys, but bimodal peaks during the Nansen surveys. The change in selectivity 
indicates that sardine changed their spawning habitat with time. As there has not been a 
significant drop in sardine abundance in comparison to the early 1980s (Boyer and 
Hampton 200 1 b), the change in spawning habitat may be attributed to environmental 
conditions. In recent years a high frequency of warm events was reported (Bartholomae 
and van der Plas 2007), which have been shown to affect sardine distribution (Crawford 
et ai., 1987). In other systems, sardine also were reported to broaden their selectivity 
range as a strategy to adapt to turbulent conditions (Alheit 1989; Lluch-BeIda et aI., 
1991a; van der Lingen et aI., 2001). 
Conclusions 
The spawning habitat of sardine and anchovy was characterized by assessing the value of 
environmental variables in waters in which eggs were observed, using single factor 
quotient analysis. The results indicated that the two species selected generally similar 
conditions for spawning, with some important differences. Sardine spawning habitats 
were characterized by a broad range of temperature and bottom depth, well oxygenated 
waters and a narrow range of salinity during the SW APEL surveys. During the Nansen 
period, sardine spawning was broad with respect to salinity and oxygen (i.e spawning in 
different water masses and in low oxygen waters). Anchovy spawning habitat was 
characterized by broad temperature and salinity ranges, and was confined to low oxygen 
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surveys, anchovy spawning habitat was characterized by specific ranges with respect to 
all the variables assessed. The selection of broad ranges of the environmental variables 
seems to be an effective mechanism to maximize survival of the early life stages in these 
varying environmental conditions that characterize eastern boundary regions. Both 
species have varied their preference seasonally relative to prevailing environmental 
conditions. These species also seem to have changed their preference with changes in 
their abundance over a longer period. Sardine seems to be better adapted to varying 
conditions by changing its spawning habitat in order to avoid conditions that may not be 
beneficial to successful development of the early stages. On the other hand, anchovy has 
adapted to varying conditions by tolerating a wide range of different conditions, and 
timing its spawning such that the effect on the development of early stages is minimal. 
Thus anchovy are more specific than are sardine, as shown in other systems (Checkley 
2004b, Twatwa et aI., 2005), when selecting habitat for spawning, and this implies that 
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Chapter 4. Spatial structure In egg distributions of sardine 
(Sardinops sagax) and anchovy (Engraulis encrasicolus) 
and location of spawning centers. 
Abstract 
The spatial structure in egg distributions of sardine and anchovy, and variability in the 
location of spawning centers (centers of gravity) were explored to assess spawning 
behaviour within the spawning habitats of the two species. Experimental variograms 
were computed to assess the spatial patterns, and centroids (center of gravity) were 
computed to analyze changes in location of the spawning centers. No coherent spatial 
structure in egg distributions was found for either of the two species during the 
SWAPEL surveys (1978 - 1985). This could be a result of the survey sampling 
strategies, which resulted in increased variability at short distance and reduced 
variability over long distances. The spawning centers for both species occurred in the 
area north of 22° S during both SWAPEL and Nansen surveys. Spawning activity in 
this area is related to high concentrations of food, which are important for early life 
stage development. 
Introduction 
Most knowledge of spawning behaviour in c1upeoids, such as determination of peak 
spawning periods and associated environmental conditions, comes from studies on 
their egg distributions. Several studies have been directed towards quantifying the 
spatial distribution of eggs of small pelagic fish, with variograms being used 
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Barange and Hampton (1997) compared the spatial structure of adults and eggs of 
anchovy and sardine and concluded that anchovy exhibited greater structure than 
sardine at the sampling scale of 9 km. Their findings were complemented by those of 
van der Lingen et al. (1998), who indicated that patchiness in sardine egg 
distributions can be resolved partially by increasing sampling effort. A similar study 
by Curtis (2004) in the southern California Bight showed that sardine was spatially 
more structured than anchovy at a smaller sampling scale than the scale reported by 
Barange and Hampton (1997). Curtis (2004) attributed the spatial structure of eggs to 
species, population size and age structure, spawning intensity and characteristic 
physical scale of the spawning habitat. Sardine have better swimming ability than 
anchovy, and this allows organization at a larger scale and with greater movement 
during spawning, which results in a more structured spatial distribution. The greater 
mobility of adult sardine also results in spatio-temporal variability of their spawning 
proximity in relation to the spawning area of anchovy. Also, the patchiness in sardine 
school distributions increases the pattern in spatial structure of eggs at small scales/ 
short range (~ 1 n. mile). 
Studying the spatial distribution of sardine and anchovy eggs is central to 
understanding the spawning behaviour of these species, this behaviour is also cenral 
to better understanding and characterizing their spawning habitats. This chapter aims 
to investigate the spatial structure of sardine and anchovy adults during spawning in 
the northern Benguela by analyzing the spatial distribution of their eggs, and the 
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Methods 
Egg data collected during the SWAPEL surveys (1978 - 1985) were used for 
assessing spatial structure of both species. Nansen surveys (1999 - 2004) were not 
used for spatial structural studies because of the paucity of data. However, data from 
both surveys were used to assess the spatial variability (movement) of spawning 
activity by computing centers of spawning activity (centroids). During the SWAPEL 
surveys, eggs were sampled at a scale of 5 n. miles between stations along transects, 
and at an interval of 20 n. miles between transects in the early years, then 30 n. miles 
in later years (see Chapter 2; Figure 2.1). 
Analysis techniques 
This section presents the experimental variograms and centers of activity techniques 
used to assess the spatial structure and calculate the variability of centroids for sardine 
and anchovy adults during spawning. 
Experimental Variogram 
The computation of experimental variograms is described in detail in Burrough and 
McDonnell (1998) and is summarized below. Generally, spatial techniques 
acknowledge that the spatial variability of any continuous variable is often too 
irregular to be modeled by a simple, smooth mathematical function. The experimental 
variogram method, as a spatial technique, calculates a localized average, and also the 
size, orientation and shape of the neighbourhood from which the data points were 
sampled, with the uncertainties associated with the interpolated value. It also ensures 
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the assumptions made. The technique assumes that the spatial variation of any 
variable can be expressed as the sum of three major components: (i) a structural 
component (m{x)) of the variable Z at x (location), having a constant mean or trend; 
(ii) a stochastic locally varying but spatially dependent residual (s' (x)) from the 
structural component, known as the variation of the localized variable; and (iii) a 
spatially independent (uncorrelated) Gaussian noise or residual error term (s") having 
zero mean and variance d. This can be expressed mathematically as follows: 
Z{x)= m{x)+s'{x)+s" (4.1) 
If it is assumed that the structural component is equal to the mean value of the data 
points, and the average or expected differences between any two points separated by a 
distance h is zero, and the variance of the differences depends only on the distance 
between the points, then this equation can be rewritten as: 
1 n 2 
y(h) = - \"' ~(x;)- z{x; + h)} 
2n f::( 
(4.2) 
The semlvanance y (h) is derived from the number (n) of pairs of data points 
sampled of variable (z) separated by a distance (h). A plot of the semi variance against 
distance is known as the experimental variogram (Figure 4.1). The experimental 
variogram provides information for interpolation and determining the spatial pattern. 
The plot displays three important features for interpolation purposes. (i) The distance 










Chapl," . j Spalial structure of ,a,d ine and and,",)' egg' and 'pawn ing CCltlc,"_ I"""li,,, 
between points separated i><:yond this range. (ii) l'h~ curvc rises from a low valuc of 
seml-variw)(;e to a point where the Seml-variance of the di ITerences docs change with 
the sample separation distance. This horizontal part is callcd the ,ill. (iii) The third 
feature is the intercept of the curve. \\·hich does not pass tlu-ough the origin. This 
represents the variance or residual (spatially lln~nrrelated) noise of measurement errOf 
comhined with that from spatial variation at distances mnch shot1er than the sample 




Figure4.1: An illustrative vuriogr,lll1 model depicting the exp<:rimental variogram. 
The three features (range. sill and nugget) depicting the general pattern 










I'he inputs into the computations of experimental variogram8 were the g:eogr~phical 
inl(mn"ti<Jll (IJhluue Jlll] longitude) of e,lch stJtion ,Illd the log-transformed number 
of eggs recorded at each station during the SW.-\PF.L ,urvey~_ The l,ilituue p<)Sili(lll> 
were converted to dj,tJIlCe from the 200 III isobath to investigate if there lVere any 
slnoc.lllml pallCTll~ rdated to hydTOgraphi~ IC"turcs. The experimental vJriogrJms 
were only computet! for some of the surveys, selected On the basis of a ~omparablc 
period OCl ween the two ,pe~ies and ,I hi gil number of eggs to in\'cstigJte the strllcturil 
(rerKi in spawning behaviour. The \·ariogrwllS IVCTC anai;>'Zcd u~ing Surfer, version R.O 
(2002). 
C'cl1Iroids 
-n,C ~pali~l dmngcs (movement) or spawning location betwcen 8urvCy~ WeTI' 
determined using a synthetic measure known as tile centroid (also known as the center 
of grJvily or center of ,Ictivily, 1l,lync 1949), which i8 delined~, the geogr~phic~l 
meJn of the egg Jislnbutions. 1\ i~ dclcTlTIlned by weighting qV) the gcogr~plllcJI 
coordinates /<)r eJch ,tJtion (i) by the rJtio of the number of egg8 (:) per st~tion ~nd 
the totalnumbcr or egg' Over all ~lation' per survey, 
IV, " (4.3) • 
~" 
The ~\lm of the weighted coordinates fo1' longitude (X .. ) and l~titude (y.) 












y - ~Y'W ~ , .. 
" 
4.4 
Th~ variability around th~ ~~ntroid is dd~nnin"d hy ~llmpUling th<' \,ilri<lllCe ~J ' ) 
along the geographical dim~nsions for all the stations of a SllrVeV. Thc dimension with 
the gr~Jtcr variance (magnitude) is rcf~rred to as the mf\ior a\:is (a), "here", the 
other dim"nsion's variance is referred to as the minor axis (fJ). with a constant litdor 
(c = 5.,1915. lcnrich and Turn~r clipsc; knrich and Tmner 1969). Th~ dcviation oCthe 
major Jxis irom the main dim~nsilln is JISll d"termined imd is referr"d 10 JS Ih" ilXis 
angle (Ii) 
( .. .5) 
, 
}; [(x, -x. ),(y, - y. )1 
i·1 (4.6) 
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). _ [(07; -07,') ' + 4(5,,) ' Y (4.7) 
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" - [(H w;)" ii~ 1 (4.8) 
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The egg d i~tribution;; 0 I" sardme and an~ho\'y did not ;;how obviou~ struL!ural patterns 
when all the Jat~ fro11l the S\VAPEL surveys "ere analyzed together (Figure 4.2). 
The vanogram~ for ea~h ;;pe~ie;; indkated th"l Ihere was J high nugget cfkct, thus 
structural variahility eoulJ not be explained using the avaiLtble ;;ampling range. When 
individual ~urv~y y~~r~ w~r~ ~n~lyz~d, andl')\')' show~d s011le strU~1Ural pattern, with 
a re lati\'ely small nugget d ice!. whereas sardine did not (I-'igure 4.3). The plots shown 
in figure 4.] ar~ only for february 1985, a~ there w~"-e kw differ~nc~s in the 
obSl:rv~d pallems in ~omparison to the other surv~ys and the number of eggs ob~erved 
rebtive significant The increase in variance with di;;tance to about 15n. miles 
followeJ by a decrcaSt: is 11Iainl)' a cons~qu~nc~ of til<: sampling p~tt~rn. The Ilumber 
o l"slations Ih~ l ~an he paired decre,,;;ed "ith distance "long tran~ects, sO most of the 
p"irs oceurreJ with in shon distances. At dist~nces b'featcr than 15 n. miles til<: 
variance d~creased lxcause lh~re w~r~ rela tiv~ l) more dala points thai could be paired 
between transects. At ranges above 50 n. miles. the variance increascJ as thc pair~ 
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Figure -1.2: Experimcntal vanograms for sardinc (a) and anchovy (b) eggs aml 
distribut ions for all SWAPRI. sllJVej'S (19n-1 9~5)_ The s]/~ 0[' Ih~ 
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Figure 4.3: Rxperirnenlal variogmms l(lT sanlin~ (a) and anchovy (b) eggs and 
di,tributions during [,cbrumy 1985. The sizc of the circle symt>"l in Ihc 














rhc ccnICr of spawning activity or sardine and anchovy was variahlc along the coast 
Imt most of the activity was confined to the area north or22' (Kr S (hgme 4.4 and 
4.5). I'herc were some periods when the center of spa\~lling "as shiftcd to south of 
22' 00' S. Sardine seemed to shill its sp,,,,vning center to the south mainly towards the 
end of a season. Anchovy mostly main\ain~d ils sp<lwning center in the are<l nonh of 
22' 00' S. In more recent years, both species mainly maintained their Spa\\lling 
centCTs "ithin the area north of 22° 00' S (Figure 4.6). and in 2000 spawning <Ilso 
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Figure 4.4: Sardine centroids for all thc survcys during thc S\VAPEL survcys. J\ 
selected numbcr 01" surveys are labelled (the first two digits 01· the 
number indicate the year and the last two indicJte the month) to 
demonstrate the shi ft in eentroids during the spawning season From 1983 
to 1985. The two spawning grounds defined hy lc Clu8 (1990) lor 
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rigurc ..\ .5: Anchovy centroids for ul l the ~ur'~ys during lh~ SWAPFL surveys_ A 
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The results showed little spatial structure in the di,trihution of ,ardinc and ancho\'y 
~ggs. This lad of ~patial Slrw;lllTe ~<ln be allribllled lo ~ewral fiKtors, including the 
low abundance of eggs obscrved, the largc distanccs betwcen stations, spawning 
beh<lV1our of lhc~e ~p"~l e~, phy~l ~i.d proce~~s or com bination~ of lhese factor~ (Curtis 
20(4). In the eonlext of lhe northern Benguela region, il ~c",m~ lhal th", dislanc", 
hetween sampling stations was the most significant factor to \vhich thc none coherent 
~p"tii.ll di~lriblllion W<lS aUribllt~d 10. Wilh wid~ :;amplmg il1l~rval~ 01' aOOlll IO n 
miks, many ofthc egg patc.hes were probably not detected. In order to detcct a patch 
of eggs. the sampling il1lerval should be less than the diameter of the patch to ensure 
that it is Jel~ct~d at ki.lsl onc~ (Fletcher and Summer 1999) Rar<lnge <lnul-1ampton 
(ISI97) ,tudied the spatial structure of sardine and anchovy eggs in the southern 
Ilenguela using dJta lrom i.lcou~lic sur\''''y~ inl"'gri.lled OV~T i.ln il1l~r\'alor 1 n.md~ anu 
5 01']0 n.mik~ lur n~l hauling. I'h",y conc.luded lhat anc.hovy eggs showed grcater 
spalial coherence lhan did sardine at this sampling scale and argued thm the sampling 
interlml was more appropriate l'lT anclHwy_ which is mOre slru~lllTed at a population 
beL than for sardine. Van der Lingen el al. (1998) studied Ihe ~p<ltiJI Jistribution 
pattern of sarJine eggs U1 a line XllUpling ~ci.lk of 1.4 n. mil~s anu showeu Ihal 
sardine sho\\ed g",alcr ~ralial structure as distance between samples decreased. 
Similar findings were also reported in other i.lrcas sllch a~ otT California, where 
sardine egg distributions showed a smuller nugget ~l'reCl than an<;hovy egg' at a fine 










Chapter 4 Spatial structure of sardine and anchovy eggs and spawning centers location 
Sampling at wide ranges gives rise to high variability. The vanance mcreases at 
sampling ranges that paired the positive egg stations with the negative egg stations 
outside the egg patches. Alternatively, sampling at wide ranges reduces the variance 
when negative egg stations are being paired missing the small egg patches (Fletcher 
and Summer 1999). 
Work that has been done on spatial structure of sardine and anchovy in other regions 
attributed the structured spawning distribution observed to spawning behaviour of 
these species. No spawning structural patterns were observed in the northern 
Benguela, where the coarse sampling scale may have influenced the results. However, 
the distribution of the adults of the two species could influence the distribution of 
eggs. Sardine, which are known to be larger than anchovy and faster swimmers, show 
structural patterns at a finer scale than anchovy. The difference is attributed to feeding 
ecology of these species, with anchovy mainly feeding on large zooplankton by 
particle-feeding and sardine mainly feeding on small zooplankton and phytoplankton 
by filter-feeding (van der Lingen 1994). Thus, sardine have to maintain a minimum 
distance between individuals for feeding, whereas anchovy do not benefit 
energetically from maintaining a constant school density (Barange et aI., 2005). 
Historically, two spawnmg grounds for sardine and anchovy were defined in the 
northern Benguela to the north and south of 22° 00' S (Ie Clus 1990). However, both 
species appear to spawn in the same vicinity, mainly in the northern spawning area. 
This area could be favoured because elevated plankton concentrations result from the 










Chapter 4 Spatial structure of sardine and anchovy eggs and spawning centers location 
(Ie elus 1991). Plankton food is important for early life stage development. The 
difference in feeding behaviour, which reduces competition between these species, 
might also enable them to occupy the same area (Barange et aI., 2005). 
Understanding of spawning behaviour in relation to spawning habitats is important for 
identifying environmental conditions that influence the variability observed in 
abundance of these species, for improving management of these resources and for 
understanding ecosystem health. It is therefore important that further studies be 
conducted on egg and spawner distributions, using a finer sampling resolution than 











Chapter 5 Conclusion 
Chapter 5. Conclusion 
Spawning habitats of sardine and anchovy in other eastern boundary current 
systems were characterized (Twatwa 2002, Lluch-Belda et aI., 1991a) in 
attempts to understand the fluctuations observed in their abundance. In an 
attempt to understand the variability in abundance of sardine and anchovy in 
the northern Benguela, this dissertation characterized the spawning habitats in 
these species. Historically, the spawning activities of these species were 
known to be high in periods and vicinities where turbulence is reduced. 
However, with low abundance of both species observed in recent years it is 
believed that selection of conditions for spawning may have changed. 
This dissertation is formulated to characterize the spawning habitats of sardine 
and anchovy populations in the northern Benguela in terms of space, time, and 
the physical and biological attributes of the waters in which the eggs of these 
fish are collected. The spawning habitats were characterized through a 
retrospective analysis of egg abundance and distribution data collected during 
research surveys made off Namibia. The surveys were the South West African 
pelagic egg and larvae surveys (SWAPELS) and more recent ichthyoplankton 
surveys conducted by the Dr. FridtjofNansen. 
The spawnmg habitats of sardine and anchovy were characterized and 
compared by using single factor quotient analysis to define the preferred 
ranges of environmental variables in spawning habitats. Temperature-salinity 
distribution plots were mapped to explore the spawning distribution of sardine 











Chapter 5 Conclusion 
patterns of sardine and anchovy spawnmg distributions were examined by 
computing centroids (centers of gravity) and plotting experimental 
vanograms. 
The focus of this chapter is to synthesize the results of the dissertation and 
define the spawning habitats of sardine and anchovy in the northern Benguela. 
It also emphasizes the implication of this study for improving our 
understanding of the spawning behaviour and the management of these 
specIes. 
The spawning habitat of sardine and anchovy was characterized with the two 
species selecting similar conditions. However, some differences were evident 
in their environmental variable preference. Both species' spawning habitats 
were characterized by a broad range of temperature, with sardine spawning 
habitat being also characterized by a broad range of bottom depth, well 
oxygenated waters and a narrow range of salinity, whereas anchovy spawning 
habitat was characterized by broad salinity ranges and was confined to low 
oxygen waters within the shallow areas during the SWAPEL surveys. While 
anchovy spawning habitat was characterized by specific ranges with respect to 
all the variables assessed, sardine spawning habitat was characterized by broad 
range with respect to salinity and oxygen (i.e spawning in different water 
masses and in low oxygen waters) during the Nansen period. Broad ranges of 
the environmental variables selected seem to be an effective mechanism to 
maximize survival of the early life stages in these varying environmental 










Chapter 5 Conclusion 
varied their preference seasonally relative to prevailing environmental 
conditions. These species also seems to have changed their preference with 
changes in their abundance over a longer period. 
No coherent spatial structure in egg distributions was found for either of the 
two species during the SWAPEL surveys. This could mainly be as a result of 
the survey sampling strategies, which resulted in increased variability at short 
distance and reduced variability over long distances. The spawning activities 
of both species was concentrated in the area north of 22° S during both 
SW APEL and Nansen surveys. Spawning activity in this area is related to high 
concentrations of food, which is important for early life stage development. 
Sardine seems to be better adapted to varymg conditions by changing its 
spawning habitat in order to avoid conditions that may not be beneficial to 
successful development of the early stages. On the other hand, anchovy has 
adapted to varying conditions by tolerating a wide range of different 
conditions, and timing its spawning such that the effect on the development of 
early stages is minimal. Thus anchovy are more specific than sardine when 
selecting habitat for spawning, and this implies that anchovy could be more 
vulnerable to variability in environmental conditions than sardine. 
The current low biomass of anchovy and sardine requires careful management 
to allow populations to increase, in order to improve the chances of successful 











Chapter 5 Conclusion 
anchovy to expand their niche and take advantage of favourable conditions 
further offshore. 
Understanding of spawning behaviour in relation to spawmng habitats is 
important for identifying environmental conditions that influence the 
variability observed in abundance of these species, for improving management 
of these resources and for understanding ecosystem health. It is therefore 
important that further studies be conducted on egg and spawner distributions, 
using a finer sampling resolution than used in existing data sets, so that the 
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